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The winner
of our £2000
JMLabrAtidio
Refinement contest
(January)
competition is
Michael Arnold of
South-West London.
He's now the happy
owner of an Audio
Refinement Complete
amp and CD player
plus JMLab Cobalt
810 loudspeakers

o-one doubts the genius of Alan
Dower Blumlein ( 1903-42), but
until last year no biography had
been published. Now, as Barry Fox writes
[page 17] there are two books celebrating
the life and work of 'the inventor of stereo'.
Blumlein filed his key patent for binaural
sound in December 1931. He was already
working for EMI, where he had just
developed amoving-coil record-cutting
head to improve on (and avoid the royalty
payments for) Western Electric's movingiron cutter. If you are astonished that
Blumlein could be so fir ahead of his time,
you could also wonder what made him
come up with the idea. The answer lies in
the wording of the patent, which is quoted
by both biographers:
The invention relates to
the
transmission, recording and reproduction
of sound, being particularly directed to
systems for recording and reproducing
speech, music and other sound effects
especially when associated with picture
effects as in talking motion pictures. The
fundamental object of the invention is to
provide a sound recording and reproduction system whereby atrue directional
impression may be conveyed to alistener,
thus improving the illusion that the sound
is coming from the artist or other sound
source as presented to the eyes.'
It is clear that Blumlein, who shortly
after this would be working on the
Marconi-EMI high-definition television
system, saw his binaural invention in what

we'd now call an AV context. But it was
25 years before Blumlein's ideas were
applied to music — with the launch of
stereo tapes, and, in 1958, stereo LPs —
and it's really taken another 30 years for
(almost perfect) stereo to become (still
problematic) multichannel with highquality pictures to match. Which just
means that Blumlein was even further
ahead of his time.

BRISTOL SUCCESS!
February's Bristol Sound 8t Vision 2000
was agreat success. Visitor numbers were
said to be up more than 11% on 1999,
and the show became so crowded that the
organisers had to close the doors on both
Saturday and Sunday. It took an hour and
aquarter to clear the queue on Saturday
and enthusiasts were queuing 45 minutes
before the Show opened. Show sales
(through organising retail groups, Audio
Excellence and Audio T) were markedly
up with this year's figures 'the best for nine
years': for the third year running Arcam
was best-selling brand. Due to pressures
of time and space our own intended show
report had to be postponed until next
month (though Meridian's major launch
is covered in 'News'). Dates for the 2001
Bristol show are 23-25 February. In the
meantime, make adiary note of the UK's
international hi-fi and home cinema event,
sponsored by HFNIRR: The HiFi Show
2000 will be held on 21-24 September at
the Novotel, L8ndon West.

REGIONAL CODING: IS THIS THE END?
Barry Fox reports on the rise of the multi -zone DVD player
RICHER SOUNDS is boldly going where even
Tesco fears to tread. The chain is now selling a

'Multi- Region' DVD player for £170 under its
Ariston brand name which promises to 'play
discs from any region'. Richer's catalogue
repeats the promise and adds the reassurance
that because the player was designed to be
code- free and has not been modified, it is legal
and comes with full warranty.
Other players on sale either require the owner
to pay athird party to make unauthorised
modifications (official DVD Forum players from
Pioneer, Panasonic, Sony, Tosbiba, etc), or come
with an instruction book that tells how to change
the control menu ( SMC/Maplin), or rely on shop
floor staff to reveal the trick (Wharfedale through
Tesco) or let word of mouth and reviewers
spread the secret that the player actually plays
all discs straight out of the box (Alba/Bush).
Richer is the first supplier to stop playing games
and in plain English promise what customers
want.
The new breed of sub-£200 code- free or
code-freeable players come from avariety of
Chinese factories, most of which are not yet
paying the $28 or so in royalties due on all
DVD hardware. The players often have ahidden
menu, quickly revealed over the Internet or by
word of mouth, which deactivates Macrovision
copy- control. The not- unreasonable justification is
that this lets the owner video- loop aDVD and
VCR, and view on aTV in monitor mode.

Macrovision normally prevents this.
In the USA there is now aflood of Chinese
DVD players at street prices of around $ 150.
After Konka and Oritron comes Apex, now sold
by the Circuit City chain. Apex has asecret
menu to turn off Regional Coding, Macrovision
and even CS encryption. It has MPEG, Dolby
Digital and DTS audio outputs, with composite or
component video, and plays CDs, Video CDs
and MP3 discs as well as CD- Rand even RW
recordings. Tests for the US newsletter TV Digest,
conducted by the Advanced Product Evaluation
Laboratory ( formerly CBS Labs) compared
performance favourably with 'official' DVD
Forum players at several times the price.
Regional Coding is not an issue in the USA,
although it may become one as the BBC issues
R2-only series like Dr Who and Monty Python. In
Europe there is now no perceivable incentive for
anyone to buy an R2- only player. But ahigh
level member of the DVD Forum confirms that
there are no plans yet to ditch Regional Coding
and the Forum still hopes to persuade China to
stick to the rules.
Below: Richer's £170 code-five DVD player. See page 59 for
Ken Kessler's review of the competing Wharfedale model
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Acoustics
revisions to the
Uno have made
this horn hybrid
speaker something to
trumpet about. Page 22.
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The Wilson Audio family of nocompromiie loudspeakers redefines

everything about the 'state of the art'
the modular professional WOWW
monitoring system to the CUB II.

The XI-Grand SLAMM Series III is a
unique professional tool for the critical

aralysis of muàcal signals was described by leading reviewer Martin
Colloms in Hl- Fi News (October 1994) as giving '
anew insight into
recordings and performances' The review continued: '
my enthusiastic

The WATCH-Center (artist's
impression above) is the all
new dedicated centre channel
speaker from Wilson Audio.
This optimally designed home
theatre speaker is extremely
dynamic with truly high
power handling for realistic
movie replay.
Wilson specialises in custom
finishes (
right). And if your
favourite colour comes from
acar paint ronge you can
now have that too.
Talk to Absolute Sounds
about special Wilson finishes,
delivery and pricing
recommendation comes without reservation.., unquestionably slate of the art.'
The origina! Wilson WATT was ahigh-performance professional
near-field monitor that, once heard, was adopted for domestic use by
members of the audiopiale community The miniature high performance
2-way WATT partners the high output Puppy woofer as System 6.
This latest partnership builds further on aperformance already described
as ha./ing fine detail and transparency.. matched by substantial
improvements in dynamic range, rhythmic ability, bass evenness and precision'.
Rviewing the WATT/Puppy 6in Audio magazine (January 2000) Ken
Ke:sler writes: ahigh end speaker for all :;orts of music lovers, quite

a

departure from the earlier incarnations which were geared towards purists,
designers or reviewers.. . the most balanced and practical speaker Wilson has
yet produced'.
Like other Wilsor Audio speakers System 6is now available in any paint
rinish the customer wishes to choose.
Martin Colloms greeted the mighty three-way five driver MAXX system
in his review in May 1999 Stereophile magazine with the words:
'performance Mil probably be limited only by the installation and matching
system' and concluded oremarkable achievement — omusical instrument
in its own right'.
The Wilton CUB II sacompact, flexible design allowing for use in both
audiophile two-channei systems and as front channel speaKers for high quality home theatre instal'ations. Find out why the HiFi News July
1997 rey;ew saic of the CUB: 'it certainly manages to provide abig
speaker sound from asmall and attractive passage, and as such has
no immediate competition'.
Absolute Sounds offer; unrivalled advice on system
inzegratbn and will be p.eased to refer you to adealer who can
demonstrate and instal' these rare and extraordinary speakers.
Absolute Sounds Lto
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel 020 8971 3909 or 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email info©absolute-scunds.com
Web www.absolutesounds.corn
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We
preferred
a, 16- bit/
44.1kHz CD
being played
on aSony
SACD player
to the
original
24- bit/
96kHz
master tape
on aNagra D
taae deck'

NM MEWS à RECORD REVIEW

RESEARCH NEEDED
Dear Sir, Having followed DVD's
development since 1994, Iam left
wondering whether we really do
know what is required for the ideal
music format in relation to
recording, storage and playback
data rates.
In 1996, Iattended Pioneer's
demonstration at the HiFi Show,
comparing aCD with aprototype
DVD player and master-tape of
24-bit/96kHz. Icould clearly hear
the improved dynamics and
smoother, more coherent sound
that resulted. Later, at acasual
demonstration by dCS of its sample
rate converter, again Inoted a
definite change and improvement
in the sound with aCD being upsampled to 24-bit 1921cHz.
However, at last year's Bristol
show the comparison between CD
and SACD left me somewhat
perplexed as Itried to detect any
difference between the two. Iwas
unsuccessful and Istill wonder as
to the reasons why.
The 1999 HiFi Show was
certainly intriguing. Pioneer's demo
again confirmed my previous view
of the potential difference between
CD and DVD but the van den Hal
demo somewhat threw me and I
suspect many others as well. Mr A J
van den Hul was there himself,
asking people for their views on the
difference in sound between two
alternative sources being played
through B&W 802s and his own
amplifiers. Everyone in the room
agreed the first example seemed
preferable, with afuller, more
focused sound. He carried out the
comparison several times more with
aconcerned and bemused
expression on lus face.
We still thought the first sounded
better, before he went on to tell us,
with awry smile, that we preferred
a 16-bit/44.1kHz CD being played
on aSony SACD player to the
original 24-bit %kHz master tape
on aNagra D tape deck! What's
more, he agreed with us.
Now, with Martin Colloms's
MAY 1999

review of the Maranta CD7 and
Audionote DAC5 Ireally am
beginning to question the whole
approach to the new formats. What
we urgently need is research into
what information needs to be
recorded, stored and played back,
though the quantities for all three
stages may not be the same. The
role and design of the digital and
analogue filters should be focused
upon. Could DVD-A work without
digital filter? It would be fascinating
to know the results of putting a
dCS Purcell and Audionote DAC 5
together and upsampling to 96kHz.
Isincerely hope amongst the
numerous sample/bit-rate options
of DVD-A that the ideal exists,
otherwise we are going to kick
ourselves. The same also applies to
SACD, with questions as to
whether its sample rate is sufficient.
This is vital with the advent of
the Internet and MP3, with its
inherent compromises. If the
minimum amount can be
determined without compromising
the sound, then hopefully advances
in bandwidth will match that figure.
As for multi-channel, the
uncertainty is even greater. We still
seem to be playing aguessing game
as to the number of channels
required and how many speakers
should be used for playback, as well
as their design and positioning.
Many people find even two
speakers an intrusion, hence the
popularity of micro/mini systems.
Perhaps DVD-Audio's delay
could be seen as ablessing, as there
is now the opportunity for some
intensive research to be carried to
resolve these outgoing questions
about which anumber of industry
experts I've spoken to are equally in
the dark.
R W Fraser, London
THE TYNUGHT ZONE
Dear Sir, Ihave recently entered the
twilight-zone of loudspeaker cables
and interconnects. For along time
Ihave thought of any system as a
pipeline, divided into sections —
those sections, in this instance,
being from CD to loudspeaker.
Any blockage, enlargement or
convolution in the pipeline
therefore would have an effect on
the flow or end-result.
Ihave recently upgraded to a
different pair of loudspeakers and
an additional pair of monoblock
amplifiers. Ithus sought additional
interconnects and thought that new
cabling would be desirable. Being
fairly sceptical of the benefits of
such items, Iarranged ahome
demonstration from one of the
local hi-fi dealers. The
improvements were slight but

recognisable — although Ihave to
say, at some cost.
Having had new cables made up
with 4mm banana plugs Itried
them in the sockets at the rear of
the loudspeakers. They were loose.
Ithen bent the springs up in the
plugs in an effort to make them
tighter, which improved matters.
They were not satisfactory,
however. It occurred to me then
that the actual area of contact made
by the banana plug in the socket
would be so small as to be like two
knife-edges. Consider it if you will:
acircle with asmaller circle inside
it plus the spring at the top. No
doubt there is some mathematical
formula to work out the contact
area but Iimagine that it must be
pitifully small.
Previously, Ihad always been a
`bare the wire and crush it with the
terminal' man, but had been
informed that the exposed copper
core of the cable will oxidise at the
terminal and provide a
deteriorating performance. This
makes sense, Isuppose. The
approved method seemed to be to
solder the cable to the plug: the
reason given that amore consistent
sound would result.
Ithen pondered the interaction
between the solder and the silvercoated wire core of the cable. The
signal must have to traverse the
solder to arrive at the plug. Normal
solder is an alloy of tin and lead.
High silver content solder was what
was required, apparently. Interested
in just how much silver lies in this
product, Iwas informed 2%! Such
extravagance!
So, to put things in perspective,
the signal starts at the power
amplifier, through two knife edge
contacts, through ablob of solder,
down the cable, only to have the
same at the other end before
reaching its destination.
Inow refer you to my original
'pipeline theory'. A foray into the
RS Components catalogue
provided some useful information.
The 'Z-Plug' that Nordost fit to its
loudspeaker cables would seem to
provide afar greater contact area
than the usual bog-standard banana
plug. This Z-Plug plug resembles a
tube that has been cut along its
length in azig-zag. The currentcarrying ability of aNordost-style,
gold plated beryllium/copper plug is
19 amps (That of astandard
banana plug is 10 amps.) Also
available is aheavy duty ` BunchPin' type plug that is rated at 30
amps. This plug has, as its name
suggests, multi-springs. More
surface area too, Ishouldn't
wonder. All these plugs are alot
less costly than some sources too.
7
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As regards interconnect plugs, I
have seen the various types
available, and having had the
opportunity to try Nordost's Red
Dawn interconnects Iwould
venture to suggest that the Neutriktype plugs fitted to them were
superior to anything else Ihave so
far come across. The ground sheath
makes contact first and ensures no
loudspeaker-damaging noise
transference; this sheath retracts on
insertion into the phono socket.
They also seemed to be agood
tight fit on the sockets.
Isuppose the conclusion to all
this is that Iwill be using my
chosen cables with ` Z-Plugs', my
chosen interconnects with 'Neutrik'
phono plugs, all put together with
'high silver content solder'.
The final choice of cable was
Cable Talk's Signature Gold 2.
This Iwill modify for the new
phono plugs. Ionly hope that it all
comes together and sounds good
enough to warrant the time and
effort.
Finally, although Ienjoy reading
the magazine, could you possibly
produce aglossary of terms for the
people such as myself who thought
they were reasonably competent
with basic hi-fi terminology but
find difficulty understanding alot
of the jargon in the more technical
articles?
Ian Lord, e-mail
WHAT CAN WE DO?
Dear Sir, Regarding Barry Fox's
March 'Technology' column: have
Igot this right? The AudioLock
protection system which the
industry is proposing to adopt
across the board includes automatic
blocking of the SPDIF digital
output? Where exactly does this
leave those of us who use CD
transports with off-board DACs,
and are thus entirely dependent on
an SPDIF digital output? Is this yet
another example (compare the
appalling quality of vinyl foisted
upon us in the run-up to the
introduction of CD) of corporate
greed deciding what sort of
hardware we can use? Or am Ijust
an old cynic?
D Dollard, Leicester

Icracked alittle wooden skewer
between the fingers of my right
hand. The snapping sound evoked
astartled reaction from Alex's face.
Strangely, the response of my
baby son brought me back to the
beginning of 1997, the time when I
started to design the loudspeakers
Iam enjoying at this very moment.
These two-way speakers consist of
10in subwoofer and aJordan JX53
wide-band speaker. The wide-band
speaker — doing everything from
300Hz and up — should have been
adownscaled Quad ESL63 (keep
on dreaming!) or aManger
bending-wave transducer (very
expensive). Unfortunately, but not
really, reality forced me to settle for
these lovely British-made marvels.
The startled reaction of the
sleeping baby in my arms was
proving Joseph Manger's theory of
the prime function of the human
hearing system. Which is not to
convey music to your soul, but to
detect ahungry predator, snapping
adry twig while crawling up to you.
With this theory in mind, Dr
Manger designed apoint-source
transducer that does not produce
split-second transient distortion, je,
`snapping'. Years before, Mr Peter
Walker did the same with the divine
ESL63.
Igrabbed the remote control,
pushed up the volume, and
snapped afew skewers more, all
with the same result. Iwill make up
for this perverse experiment I
conducted on my son, and Iwill
also start to put aside some
household money to buy these
Manger transducers.
Now for you, fellow audiophiles
of the HFNIRR team, it is time to
put some new light on the secondbest audio product of last century:
the German-made Manger
transducer. And Iwill forgive your
ignorance while reviewing the nowdiscontinued Medea loudspeakers
from Audio Physic [
August '96,
page 18, where MC noted reservations
concerning the three Manger drive
units incorporated - Ed], since Van
Gogh was also recognised after his
death...
August van de Beek, The
Netherlands

TRUE FUNCTION OF HEARING
Dear Sir, On the 15 January this
year Ibecame afather for the
second time. A few weeks after this
joyful event, Ifound myself sitting
in front of my stereo, enjoying the
good looks of my second son Alex.
The rather high volume of the
music from Weather Report CA
Remark You Made') did not seem
to bother Alex at all. He kept his
eyes shut, like he was sleeping, until

BANGERS AND MASH
Dear Sir, How stimulating your
'Views' pages have recently
become. Against abackdrop of
format wars, expl*tives and
Kessler-bashing we now have
handy hints on how not to use
cotton buds and chop sausages. I
can sense Good Housekeeping
subscribers twitching.
Nightingale's advertisement was
provocative (and, Iconcede,

8

effective) but its message
ambiguous. Iwas concerned
[`Views', March] that people may
mistakenly infer that cotton bud
use is safe and
inadvertently damage their
ears. Had they implied that
you don't need acotton
bud to hear how good their
amplifiers are Imight have
been impressed.
I'll say no more lest I
remain on the wrong side
of an Italian company
talking of sharp knives and
salami ['Views', April].
However Icongratulate the
HFNIRR editorial team for
giving prominence to the
issue, with the April front
cover photo of Paul Daniel
demonstrating the safest
minimum distance
between cotton-bud tip and ear.
Dr Karl Bennett, Berks

Paul Daniel:
usel advice on
cotan buds?

Printed below is aletter to Simewl SpA
of Italy from the Advertising Standards
Authority, regarding the complaint which
had been made about its Nightingale
advertisement (which appeared on page
20 of the February issue) - Ed.
We recently received the following
complaint. We have advised the
complainant that we will not be
pursuing it on this occasion
because, in our view and on the
facts available to us at present,
there does not seem to be acase to
investigate under the British Codes
of Advertising and Sales
Promotion.
Subject of complaint:
The complainant objects to the
advertisement in HiFi News for an
Italian valve amplifier. The
advertisement shows acotton bud
above the headline ' GET READY
TO LISTEN'. The copy continues
'Open your ears and succumb to
the sound of Armoni. Then open
your eyes and surrender to its truly
Italian elegance... Those with good
ears choose with open eyes'.
Basis of Complaint:
The complainant, aGP, believes
the advertisement is irresponsible to
advocate the use of cotton buds,
which can cause severe ear
complications.
Comment:
We consider readers are likely to
see the cotton bud merely as a
visual way of conveying the
message that they should Get
ready to listen'. The advertisement
is unlikely to encourage people to
start using or increase their use of
cotton buds. We therefore have no
objection on the basis the
complainant suggests.
Layla Wood, ASA
MAY IAN

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying spec:fie
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
MIME» ARECORD UMW

G ET READY TO

LISTEN.

,9benoinéct
OPEN YOUR EARS AND SUCCUMB
TO THE SOUND OF ARMONIA.
THEN OPEN YOUR EYES AND SURRENDER
TO ITS TRULY ITALIAN ELEGANCE,
SMOOTH CURVES AN PRECIOUS WOODS,
\A SHAPE DISTINCTLY ARMONIA.
ARMONIA BY NIGHTINGALE.
THOSE WITH GOOD EARS
CHOOSE WITH OPEN EYES.

r

NIGHTINGALE IS MANUFACTURED BY SIMETEL S.P.A.. VIA PIEVE TORINA 42 - 00156 ROMA - I
TALY
TEL. (+ 39) 064110546 F
AX (+ 39) 064110557 E-MAIL: nightingale@simetelit
http://www.simetel.it

conrad-johnson
flhe

LOVE 4music

In the beginning.., there was
the ART Then came the
Premier 161S. For the new
milleturium we welcome the
PREMIER 17LS - a truly
performing, but very
affordable descendant.

conrad-johnson
Prrintev

AUDIOPREAKS
Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Lill( Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 70* Tel: 020'8948 4153
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email Info@audiofreaks.cc.uk www.aucliofreaks.co.uk

Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision

theAUDIO
CONSULTANTS
Consultants for Auchofreaks products*
and Canary Audio, EAR/Yoshino, Great Pathos,
Wadia, Chario, Opera, Lyra.
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L

Muse Model Nine
24/96 DVD Player

Consultants for Audiofreaks products*
and Proceed, Mark Levinson, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Proac, Lyra.

Avalon Arcus

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

Demonstrations by appointment only,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:oo to 18:30, Camden Town, London

12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD

tel: 020

Tel: 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211911

fax:
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NW1

7380 o866

7383 5028

e.rnail: stephenpaudioc.freeserye.co.uk
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news

Meridian's ¡ ultimate'
Digital Active
Loudspeaker
FOLLOWING its world launch at the Las Vegas CES exhibition in January,
Meridian's awesome DSP8000 active loudspeaker made its UK debut at the Bristol
Sound & Vision show in February.
Meridian describes the DSP8000 as ' the
ultimate expression of the art and science of
loudspeaker design', and adds that this
flagship design sets completely new standards
for clarity, dynamics, imaging and realism.
The DSP8000 is designed to reproduce
sounds at up to full natural level while
providing all the resolution required by
sources with 24-bit coding and 1921(Hz

115dB dynamic range and aresponse from
25Hz to 401(Hz. The built-in electronics
include five 100W ultra-low feedback superlinear power amplifiers, ahigh-energy power
supply and four high-resolution digital-toanalogue converters (for Low Bass, Bass, Mid
and Top); while two 100MHz DSP engines in
each speaker provide crossover, user controls,
optimised response correction and built-in self

sampling. Such demanding dynamic
resolution required anew approach to
cabinet construction and selection of

protection. Along with the digital signal

advanced drive unit materials. Unique
engineering techniques are said to have

An expansion port is provided to allow for

obtained unprecedented stiffness and
vibration absorption in DSP8000's cabinets.
Each DSP8000 contains two separate
enclosures, for the mid/top and bass sections.
The horizontally-opposed and profiled bass

in black piano lacquer and glass, the DSP8000
is constructed from the finest materials and all

drive system introduces minimal vibration to
the mid/top enclosure. Each complete
loudspeaker includes atotal of no less than

is expected to be around $ 45,000; aUK price
has yet tp be announced.

Status range of high- sensitivity
loudspeakers. This three-way bass

Call Meridian Audio for further details on
01480 434334

reflex floorstander features 6. 5m
bass/mid drivers with antimagnetic ABS baskets and coated

eight high- resolution drive units, to provide a

inputs, there is an RS232 port to provide
control, configuration and firmware updates.
future system requirements. Durably finished

electronic parts are carefully selected for sound
quality. According to Meridian, ' the result is
beyond words — listen for yourself.' US price

AR ADDS TO ITS
SPEAKER STATUS
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH has
added the S50 to its expanding

TEAC ADDS CD-RW TO REF MINI COMPONENTS

cellulose diaphragms,

TVVO new TEAC compact disc recorders may be bought

dome tweeter.
Gold-plated bi-

singly or as part of the 300 and 500 Reference Series
Mini-Components. The RW H300, which fits into the
Reference Series 300, records onto CD- Rand CD-RW discs
and plays back CD, CD-Rand CD-RW discs. Its onboard
converter operates at 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz. CD sync
recording, auto/manual switching and avariety of other
modes give further operational flexibility. The RW-H300 is
fitted with TOSLink optical input and output, independent
lek/right level control and is supplied with afull-function
remote control. It measures 215x110x317mm (whd) and
has asuggested price of MO. The RW H500 has
identical functionality and is 285x129x310mm (whd). Its
suggested price is £450. TEAC, 01923 819630

Li O N+,

cia
1-

specialist, has announced the formation of a
'new' Exposure Electronics Ltd, in partnership
with Malaysian investors. The move will enable
Exposure to expand both manufacturing
capability and product range. The intention now
is to expand into Home Cinema and room-toroom technologies.
John Farlowe, who founded Exposure in
1977, is now appointed chairman and has
relocated to the Far East to actively undertake
design and development of new products.
Andrew Whittle, in past years well-known for
his design work at Rogers, has joined the
company as Managing Director of Exposure
Electronics Ltd to oversee the UK manufacturing
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amp/bi-wire
terminals are
fitted, v,hile the
cabinet
combines MDF
and EI
chipboard

D

NEW BACKING FOR EXPOSURE
EXPOSURE, long-established UK amplifier

and a 1in silk-

operation and expansion of European
distribution. Manufacturing will remain in the
UK, in the same factory that is to be
modernised. The rebirth of Exposure follows a
period of uncertainty last year, after aprojected
sale to Monitor Audio was aborted. Andy
Whittle comments: 'We have agreat brand
with agreat history. Our job is now to build on
Exposure's strengths and to drive forward both
in the UK and export markets with acompelling
range of new product.'
New introductions include aDVD player and
an AV processor along with asix channel
amplifier, priced below the existing range. For
more information call Exposure Electronics Ltd,
01273 423 877.

Rated sensitivity
of this nominally
6 ohm
loudspeaker is
92dB/W/ni.
Call Recoton
UK, 01367
252 605

WADIA AND HALES
JOIN FORCES
WADIA Digital Corporation, known

for its high-end digital products, has
announced amerger with loudspeaker
maker Hales Design Group of
California. Hales, which has a 10year history, will operate as adivision
of Wadia while retaining its own
identity. LPaul Hales, founder and
president of Hales Design Group, will
continue to guide loudspeaker strategy
and product development as avice
president at Wadia.
www.wadio.com and
www.halesdesigngroup.corn
II

Walrus Systems
amazon
ars acoustica
art
atc
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
dnm
ear yoshino
final
graham
helios
jm lab
living voice
morch

11 New Quebec St, London \N1

The best
loudspeaker
around £5K
money can
buy.*

avantgardê
\01,11(
*Quite possibly. Definitely the
best high-efficiency
loudspeaker.

The Avantgarde
Uno in midnight
metallic blue
£5300

J.C.Verdier Control B
preamplifier + power supply

musical fidelity
mvl
noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
plinius
rega
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tom evans
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier

Platine Verdier turntable

Tron 300B amplifier

vienna acoustics
yamamurachurchill

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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TAG

ADDS DIGITAL

RADIO TO PRIE -1111/1P
OWNERS of the new TAG McLaren Audio DPA32RDAB digital
pre- amplifier can feed it a full array of analogue sources
including vinyl records, radio and TV tuners, as well as
having it field-upgraded to receive Digital Radio.
Onboard 24-bit/96kHz DIA and A/D
converters are the key to this flexibility.
For lowest jitter
The A/D converter can be switched
performance, when
between 44.1, 48 and 96kHz modes to
using the CDT2OR-T2L CD
suit digital recording media. The Digital
transport or DVD32R DVD player,
Radio module is ajoint development by
the pre-amp is fitted with aTAGtronic
Bosch Multimedia Systems and TAG
Link (T2L), placing the master clock close
McLaren. Altogether the DPA321ZDAB
to the DACs. Following listening tests,
has five stereo analogue inputs; one pair of
components selected include Vishay
analogue tape in/out sockets; five digital
resistors, Wima polypropylene capacitors,
inputs (three coax S/PDIF and two optical
Elna Cerafine electrolytic capacitors and
S/PDIF); two pairs of analogue outputs;
Burr-Brown op-amps. Nine linearlytwo coax digital outputs; and one optical
regulated power supply rails are fed by a
digital output.
'very low stray field toroidal transformer'.

In black or
silver, the
DPA32RDAB retails at
£1695; the Digital Radio module, available
this spring, is £ 595. For further
information call TAG McLaren Audio on
0800 783 8007.

FASTER PONTIS MP3
FASTER downloading is the promise of the new
Pontis SP50 MP3 player. The SP50 features a USB
interface, which allows data to be downloaded on
to the player 15 times quicker than previously.
With its horizontal format, 'ergonomic' shape and
new steel blue finish, the SP50 weighs 90g. Two
memory slots are provided, doubling possible
storage capacity to 64Mb by the use of two 32MB
11
MultiMedia cards, giving around an hour of
playing time at typical 128kbps. Software supplied
supports both Windows 98/2000 and Mac OS.
111
&
Launch pricing is $ 179 with 32MB or $ 239 with
64MB memory. Meanwhile, the German company
points out that its earlier Mplayer 3 — now renamed SP503 — remains, thanks to its provision of
both serial and parallel interfaces, the first and only player to support 'alternative' operating systems
including Amiga and Linux as well as Mac OS. More information on hftp/www.pontis.de.

GRUNDIG SPREADS STEREO
GRUNDIG aims to transform the way we listen to stereo — its new
Space Fidelity PA5-Turnit system radiates stereo from an all-in-one
unit. So instead of listeners having to sit only where the hi-fi dictates,
owners of the PA5-Tumit can choose to put it anywhere they like. An
Acoustic Polarised Stereo (APS) tube conveys the stereo channels
laterally in opposite directions ' to create anatural-sounding stereo field
throughout the room.' Standing 100cm high, the system has two parts,
adetachable control unit and the audio section containing CD player,
FM RDS pre-set tuner and 160W RMS amplifier. The complete system
retails for £ 1000.
Further details from Grundig International Ltd, 0181 324 9400.

•

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
30 APRIL National Vintage Communications
Fair, NEC 10.30am to 4pm Tickets £5.
Contact 01392 411565
8-9 MAY Audio Engineering Society London
Conference: 'Moving Audio: Pro- Audio
Networking Networking and Transfer', Church
House, Westminster. Contact 01628 667007,
e-mail AESUK@aol.com.
6-9 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000 International
Exhibition & Conference, Singapore, 00 ( 65)
338 4747 or 0171 862 2080
21-24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Novotel London West, Hammersmith, sponsored

Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

by HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton on
0208 774 0847
21-24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000, Earls Court,
London. Contact 0208 987 7827
10-12 NOVEMBER Audio Show 2000,
Sobieskie, Sheraton and Bristol Hotels,
Warsaw, Poland
3-6 FEBRUARY 2001 Middle East Broadcast
2001, 5th Middle East International Exhibition
23-25 FEBRUARY 2001 Sound 8‘ Vision
Bristol, Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by
Audio Excellence/Audio T. Contact 01865
760844.

UKD TAKES FINAL
STEP

UKD is distributing the Final range
of Dutch electrostatic loudspeakers
in the UK. Smallest model in the
line-up is a hybrid, the Final 0.3,
available in satin silver, beechwood
or cherry wood. It has a ' nonresonant cylindrical bass enclosure'
made of polycarbonate. Rated at
86dB sensitivity (for 2.83V at
1metre), and 4 ohms nominal
impedance, it may be bi-wired or
bi-amped, UKD recommending a
minimum amplifier rating of 50W
per channel.
Weighing 16kg, each Final 0.3 is
1200x270x400mm in size. A
stereo pair retails for £ 1495.
Further details from UKD, 01753
652669.

essential I
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imuiation
Home Cinema System Aya
Enjoy movies with more drama and excitement than you
have ever experienced before. The AvantGarde Series has
all you need to bring the ultimate cinema experience to your
living room
Shown are the forthcoming broadcast quality

dvd player DVD32R (top),

award winning all standard av processor AV32R and recently

launched audiophile five channel amplifier 100x5R ( bottom) in silver.

Golden Ear 1
Winner_

September 1999

AG McLaren Audio, The Summit, Latham Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 6ZU
freephone : 0800 783 8007

tel: 01480 415600

e-mail: helpdesk@tagmclarenaudio.com

Fax: 01480 52159
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PHILIPS RUSHES
INTO MP3
PHILIPS has entered the MP3 player market with ' one of the most
compact and stylishly-designed solid-state audio devices to date'.
The Rush! (
sic) MP3 player comes bundled with RealNetworks'
RealJukebox software — so users can create apersonal library of
digital music on aPC for transfer to the player.
The Rush! player measures just
seconds. An extended Long Play
mode provides up to 12 hours
70x70x17mm and weighs 50g.
playback from two AAA batteries.
Launched in the US in March,
Rush! will also be compliant with
Rush! will be on sale in Europe in
current Secure Digital Music
'late spring'. It comes with a
Initiative (SDMI) proposals. Guy
standard 32Mb SmartMedia card
which can store and replay up to
Demuynck, Managing Director of
Philips Business Group Audio, said
one hour of compressed MP3 music
'As aparticipant in SDMI, we are
from the Internet or from CDs. A
pleased the fast-track phase 1SDMI
'Bookmark' function allows instant
proposal now allows us to finalise our
access to the start points of up to 10
product introduction plans. We want
tracks. Accessories supplied include
to offer solid-state products that
AC/DC adaptor, stereo in-ear
ensure that all MP3 files — future
headphones and parallel port PC
and existing — can be downloaded
connection cable. Rush! is said to be
on our players.'
able to download athree-minute
wurw.philips.comlnish
audio track from aPC in just 25

TDL BRAND IN NEW HANDS
FOLLOWING the decision of the
investors in Audacity Audio (trading
as TDL Electronics) to discontinue
investment, Audio Partnership plc has
purchased the stock, goodwill and
intellectual property relating to TDL.
Audio Partnership's chief executive
James Johnson- Flint commented: 'TDL
is aworld renowned brand with a
strong product identity and following,
and it would be atragedy if it were
allowed to lose its identity or
disappear altogether.'
For many years, the TDL brand,
and its 'transmission line' loudspeaker
designs, were linked with the name of

KEF BACKS
PAPER CONES
CONCERTO TWO, the latest KEF
floorstanding loudspeaker, features
two 130mm coated paper cone
bass/mid drivers and a 25mm silk
dome tweeter in athree-way, bass
reflex design. Helping the speaker
deliver aseamless midrange and
extended bass, KEF fits gold-plated biwire/bi-amp
he
als Tw
toto Rated
1
•
termin
Concerto
Rat

...

at 90dB (for 2.83V at
lmetre), with a
maximum output of
111dB, Concerto Two
is available in cherry
or black finish. A
stereo pair retails for
£800. Further details
from KEF Audio (UK)
Ltd, 01622 672261.
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John Wright, who passed away last
June, until Audacity Audio, headed by
former Celestion chief Gordon Provan,
took over the business.
Other AP brands include Ariston,
Audio Innovations, Cambridge Audio,
Eclipse and Gale, sold by Richer
Sounds. Current TDL models will be
obtainable exclusively through Richer
while stocks last. Service and spares
for TDL speakers are available From
Lockwood Audio, 0208 864 8008.

BUILT-IN WALLS OF SOUND
NEW UK loudspeaker
company Walls of Sound
offers installation of
speakers, to blend in with
existing décor; adjusted to
suit room acoustics, ancillary
equipme and listener's taste.
These are built into walls
and 'take advantage of the mass of the wall and the bass
reinforcement available from the increased radiation
resistance to create incredible clarity and powerful bass
down to 20Hz'. Call 01844 278845

MARANTZ INIZIO PRICES
WE regret that the price given in last month's Marantz
Inizio review ( page 51) was incorrect. The Inizio
CR2020/SD2020, as illustrated in standard Amber finish
costs £579.90; in the Inizio Colour finishes Mysty Silver,
Crystal Blue and Soft Green the price for the two units is
£679.90. Other Slim series units are also available in
these finishes. Contact Marantz ( UK), 01753 680868.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
BLUEROOM has started selling its
unconventional minipod
loudspeaker (top), available in blue,
white, black and silver for £259
per pair, via the Internet, using its
new website, www.minipod.com.
CLARION has a new in-car CDplaying cassette RDS radio ( middle)
rated at 40W x4ch, priced at
£479 and designed to fit the
double radio slot increasingly found
in European cars, 01793 870400.
IXOS has a silver-plated OFC
version of its 105 Digital
Interconnect: the new Ixos 1051
(bottom) Argento co-axial cable
comes in single 1m lengths at
£39.95. Further details From Path
Group plc, 01494 441736.
NXT plc has appointed Oxford Law
graduate David Pearson as its new
CEO. Pearson, 49, spent 10 years with Sony
UK Ltd, where he had been managing director
since 1997.
SENNHEISER has several new microphones
including the Digital 1090 wireless radio mike,

operating at 900Mhz, and the
MHK 800, astudio condenser
design extending response to
50kHz. 01494 551531.
SOUNDSTYLE has launched the
adaptable modular Radius furniture
range featuring chrome uprights
and curved glass shelves, priced at
£250-£350. 01284 701101.
TECHNICS is to stock selected
Dixons and Currys stores with its
ST-GT100 Digital Radio tuner
priced at £499. 08701 578577.
INHARFEDALE has followed the
launch its low priced DVD player
with a £ 19.99 portable CD player,
also available exclusively through
Tesco stores. Wharfedale
International Ltd, 01480 447700.
WISDOM Planar Line Source
loudspeaker systems, from Wisdom
Audio, of Carson City, NV, USA, are now
available in the UK. Zentek Music Ltd will
supply the Wisom Adrenaline Model 50
(£13,500) and 75 (£22,500) to selected UK
dealers. Zentek, 01892 539595.
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Products we sell include:

EXCELL
BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road

NCE

audio

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS
Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces
to bring you the benefits and security of buying
from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run
as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALR/JORDAN
ARCAM • AVI
B&W • BOW
CASTLE • CELESTION
CHORD ELECTRONICS
CURA • CYRUS
DAVIS • DENON

CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
40/42 Albion Street

enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge

CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton

we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be

DYNAVECTOR • [ LAC

as much fun as listening to it!

EPOS • KEF • LINN

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

LOEWE • MARANTZ

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street

and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,

If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and
attractively integrated into your home we can

MERIDIAN • METZ

plan out the system to be installed, the choice

MICHELL

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

of the equipment to be used, where it will be

HIGH WYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street

connected. Call us for advice on how you can

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington
PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Fnargate
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford

DENSEN • DYNAUDIO

installed in your home and how it will be
enjoy music all round your home.
•51 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

MILLER & KREISELL
MISSION • NAD
NAIM • NAKAMICHI
ONKYO • PANASONIC

•PRICE PROMISE

PIONEER • PRIMARE

•10 DAY EXCHANGES

PROAC • PRO-JECT

•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES
•PART EXCHANGES

QUAD • REGA • REL

•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER £ 250*

ROKSAN • ROTEL

•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

RUARK • SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN

SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street

SONANCE • SONY

SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street

SYSTEN/LINE

WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

TAG McLAREN
TALK ELECTRONICS

All shops are closed on Mondays

TANNOY • TEAC
WILSON BENESCH

CEDIA

YAMAHA

13 AIDA

shop so please check with your local

www.audio-t.co.uk

For your FREE copy of Music at Home,
The Ultimate Guide 2000
421* FREEPHONE 0500 101501 ,,,,, ef HUI

www.audio-excellence.co.uk

or vist our web site at www.music-at-home.co.uk

*Subject to status. Written details on request

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

Not all products are stocked by every
branch before travelling

technology

At last. :rim
biograpF,ies
of Alan
Blumlein
have
appeared.
Meanwhile,
there is
poor sound
at the
Dome, but
some more
interesting
results at
Fosse

Alan Moulder,
whose time:Mans in
the 1930s led to
modern

SICFA,

sound.

The am new books
on 131undeini life
and work are both
available from the
Accessories Clztb:
see page 108.

choreographer Bob Fosse made
famous in Hollywood musicals and
Broadway shows. The show-stopping
finale recreates ' Sing, Sing, Sing', as
performed by Benny Goodman and
his band at Carnegie Hall in January
1938. Ihad seen it done before, 20
years ago, for Fosse's Dancin'. But this
time it was like sitting in Carnegie Hall
60 years ago, so Itracked down the
engineers responsible.
How were they blending the sound
of small band on stage with ahidden
pit orchestra, while recreating the
sound of Gene Krupa's drums and
Jess Stacy's piano in the echoey
ambience of Carnegie Hall?
Fosse's Sound Designer Jonathan
ewaited half acentury for
Deans and Musical Director Gordon
a biography of Alan
NO FUN AT THE DOME
Lowry
Harrell
used
modern
Blumlein, father of stereo
technology to mimic the 1938
If you are paying £ 20 to visit the
and groundbreaker in many fields of
recording. The 1938 piano solo,
Greewich Dome and hoping for some
electronics, TV and radar. Now there
played on a concert grand by Jess
adventurous use of sound, forget it.
are two.
The much-vaunted acrobatic show
Stacy, sounds distant and mystical.
The first book, The Life and Works
looks like an amateur version of The effect is reproduced in London
of Alan Dower Blumlein, by Robert
by using an electric piano made by
Cirque du Soleil. Whereas Cirque
Charles Alexander, was published in
Japanese company Roland, with small
relies on alive band, the Domeshow
late 1999 by Focal Press and launched
built-in speakers to make music on
is drowned by the over-loud and
with a bang. Focal tied up with
distorted sound of pre-recorded
stage while sending adirect electronic
EMI/CRL to stage areception at the
feed to the sound-mixing desk at the
electronic musical meanderings. At
research labs in Hayes where Blumlein
rear of the stalls.
other times, bands wander aimlessly
worked before being killed testing
The biting solo trumpet, originally
round the echoey upturned saucer.
radar during the war.
played by Harry James, is picked up
The Alexander book had been
Marconi's Mind Zone is a good
by amicrophone clipped to the bell
example of how not to exploit new
rushed through to get in ahead of
of the stage player's horn.
technology.
another which Russell Burns had for
Krupa's 1938 drum solo is
Marconi's hi-tech exhibits are
years been planning to publish through
reproduced by a massive drum kit
unfinished or already broken. There
the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
high at the stage centre, with
are no signs to explain what infra-red
Focal clearly skimped on the editing.
individual microphones close to every
cameras are supposed to be doing.
But the book is a remarkable
drum and cymbal. But some of the
Bewildered visitors are funnelled
achievement, given the fact that like
very loud drum sound also reaches the
everyone else the author had been
through a room with electronically
generated surround sound, but no
audience direct without amplification,
prevented from accessing key material
and some is picked up by ' tap'
guidance on what it is all for, or doing,
collected over aperiod of nearly 30
microphones placed on the front of
or why.
years by the ' official' biographer
the stage to capture the sound of the
Iwas so shocked Iasked Marconi
Francis Thomson. When he died two
tap-dancers' feet. Because sound waves
for comment. The Press Office tried
years ago Thomson had never
are delayed in air, the audience hears
to solve the problem by simply
published anything on Blumlein!
asubtle mix of instant and aftersound
ignoring my questions. After two
The Life and Times of A D Blunzlein,
which simulates the natural echoes
weeks of my nagging Marconi says
by Russell Burns, was
heard in Carnegie Hall.
`there have been some operational and
published in January 2000,
The sound from microphones in the
but in much lower key. I design issues which need further
pit and on the stage, and the sound
adjustment'.
saw no publicity and heard
sent to hidden loudspeakers round the
nothing direct from the
CARNEGIE HALL RECREATED
proscenium arch and down the sides
IEE on it, despite the fact
Old recordings, made on location in
of the theatre, is fed through many
that the Institution is well
different solid-state memory delays.
the days before multi-tracking and
aware of my interest in
So the audience hears the small band
Blumlein.
studio trickery, captured the sound of
the hall's natural acoustic. Go to a at the back of the stage, the pit
Although the Burns
orchestra at the front and the dancers
book missed the publicity
concert in New York's Town Hall and
in between, gelling into asingle wash
you will recognise the ambience from
boat it is probably the
the Louis Armstrong-Jack Teagarden
of sound.
better of the two, especially
Are there are any other secret tricks?
Rockin' Chair recording. The same
on the birth of radar.
'No' says Autograph, the London
goes for Carnegie Hall which was
Those with a serious
company that installed and operates
accurately bottled by acouple of mics
interest will want both
slung high and connected to amono
the sound system, 'Just care and
books. If the archive material collected
attention to detail'.
recorder across the street when Benny
by Francis Thomson is ever located,
Iwish someone had been able to
Goodman brought the house down in
there will doubtless be more. It
tell that to the Dome organisers, but
January 1938.
appears that Thomson arranged for
my unhappy experience of the NMEC
The new musical Fosse, at the
dispersal of his Blumlein papers,
last year was that even if someone
around the world, to ensure that
Prince of Wales Theatre in London,
there had wanted to listen there would
features two hours of dancers and
others including Blundein's family
have been agaggle of civil servants to
singers with radio microphones
could not access them. We can only
obstruct.
Barry Fox
performing routines that legendary
guess why Thomson behaved in the
way he did, using the Blumlein family
name and his I
.
EE membership to
authenticate his calls for all available
material, failing to deliver even apaper
and then obstructing others who
wanted to do the job.
My guess, based on many years of
unhappy dealings with him, is that
Francis Thomson took on ajob which
was technically way beyond him, but
his pride drove him to find enough
excuses to last until his death. For
what it is worth Ialso believe it is to
the IEE's ever-lasting shame that its
ethics committee failed to pressure
Thomson, despite complaints: by the
time the IEE finally expelled him, he
was already dead.
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You've picked the bones out of the reviews, compared the specs, scoured adverts for the best deals, and endured
'noise experience' demonstrations, yet you just know there's got to be something else ... welcome to KJ West One!

r'j

Whether you're looking to upgrade
individual hi-fi components or planning to
install acomplete system to satisfy you for
many years, you'll find the perfect solution
at Ki West One.
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Take a look at these outstanding
systems; they're typical of installations
chosen by many of our customers who've
graduated from High Street ' brandfi' to
enjoy music reproduction of astonishing
realism. The evidence is in the hearing,
pride of ownership is just abonus!

1
/
I

p BECAUSE THERE'S MORE TO HI-FI THAN MEETS THE EYE

There's always abonus at Ki West One
-choose any hi-fi system like these and
we'll ' tune' it to suit your musical
preferences and domestic installation with
tailored interconnects and cables worth up
to £750 - absolutely FREE!

MERIDIAN

IT CAN BE YOURS NOW!
We also make it so easy for you to own
your dream system. We've an Interest Free
Credit scheme, or Deferred Payment option
with No Deposit and No Payments for
another six months. So why wait? You'll
find the solution at KJ West One.

AUDIO ANALOGUE & OPERA SUPER PAVAROTTI
We've come to expect asense of passion from all things
in which the Italians excel; fine produce and beautifully crafted
merchandise to their wealth of artistic expression, not least of
which is conveyed through music.
Italian high fidelity systems are no exception. Styled and
engineered with predictable flair, the musical performance you'll
en¡oy from this svelte combination really
touches the emotions. Whether your
preference is for simply recorded acoustic
works, more dynamic jazz or rock, to full
scale orchestral material, believe us, your
aural faculties will be seduced by these
latin lovelies!
For less than £ 2,500 a beautiful
system like this will provide many years of
satisfaction, recreating all types of music in
your own home with uncanny realism.

P:2«

NAIM AUDIO
The sheer musicality of any Naim system makes
itself clearly evident from the very first note, at any
volume setting, and with all types of music. Delightful to
unwind with - yet turn up the volume and music takes on
ascale and spaciousness which captures your attention,
stimulates your emotions and reveals so
much
more
from
your
favourite
recordings. Sounds are evocative,
sensuous, vibrant - sometimes disturbing and, as with our other recommendations
here, can be a revelation to those
unfamiliar with such believable music
reproduction.
From nrnimri

AUDIO ANALOGUE

NAIM

NORDOST

OPERA

ORTOFON

BOSE
PMC

In our featured hi-fi system, only
one component drives Meridian's fabulous
DSP 5000 speakers because each one
contains no less than three 75 watt power
amps together with adigital crossover that
feeds the very latest 24 bit/96kHz digital
to analog converter which, dear friends,
is technology that really does make music!

HOME THEATRE EXPERTS
You'll find acomprehensive range of home theatre
equipment and systems on demonstration
in each of our stores, and at every budget level.

I5OO trAnt vntir

AUDIO RESEARCH

As a result, Meridian now enjoys
global recognition for innovative and
desirably stylish hi-fi, as well as some of
the most advanced digital home theatre
systems available.

This desirably discreet Meridian
hi-fi system combines refinement with
excitement and, for little more than
£5,000, rewards you with afull spectrum
of musical satisfaction from subtly
enhancing a relaxed social ambience to
thrilling, yet tireless periods of serious
listening at ' real-life' volume levels.

new Naim system as a life-time
investment in your favourite music.
ARCAM

Cambridge based Meridian was
prominent
amongst
specialist
hi-fi
companies that worked to make CD
recordings sound like music! Why?
Because, despite the claims of the multinationals, buoyed by our unquestioning
appetite for consumer goods, early digital
sounds really were pretty dire!

We offer aprofessional installation service.
B&W

CASTLE

PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS
PIONEER

KS
PROAC

DENON
QED

DUAL
QUAD

EPOS
REGA

FUJITSU
ROTEL

GOLDING
REL

GRAAF
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

KONTAK
SONY

COPLAND & SONUS FABER

SPRING CLEARANCE

Some fabulous hi-fi travels down from the north
countries; current favourites include these understated
models from Copland - a range commended by several
reviewers in the hi-fi press. Seen in the flesh there's more
than a hint of ' retro' which simply defies you not to
'twiddle!'

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - One of each only

Sonically, both Copland's CD player and
matching amplifier are desirably anonymous - nothing
gets in the way of the music! So, a preferred choice for
this sophisticated combination is the romantically
charged, discreet and compact stand mount, Sonus faber
Signum, which effortlessly delivers the very realistic
sounds of which this system is capable and with all types of music.
With an investment of little more
than £ 4,000 hearing is believing! So
why not arrange ademonstration at your
convenience, you'll be very welcome.

FREE
CABLES &
INTERONNKTS
WORTH UP TO

•
_

£400

PRIMARE & WILSON BENESCH
Driven here by the tasteful Swedish Primare CD
player and its matching 100 watts per channel amplifier is
a pair of British made Wilson Benesch Orators - a
loudspeaker design of world beating pedigree.

FREE
CABLES &
INTERcoNNEas

•

WORTH UP TO

Quite simply, this system produces
awesome sound, and at around £ 6,500 it's
one with which to create rnusical wallpaper
simply demands to be heard, rewarding
listener with hours of tireless music.

By ' high-end' standards this system
offers outstanding value for money. Yet the
presence of such craftsmanship and
technological excellence in your home also
demonstrates your understanding of, and
serious investment in, one of the most
exclusive hi-fi systems available, as well as
one that's so pleasantly understated!

BMW'

1.*
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NASA design experience has I
KRELL
been turned to domestic hi-fi installations !
with an incomparably informative CD player and
matching integrated amplifier by American luminaries
Krell - acompany that has become hugely popular with
experienced hi-fi enthusiasts.

Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
Denon DVD2500 ( DVD Player)
Denon DF100 (Mini system)
NAD 208 ( TUX Power amp)
Noim NAC 92 ( Pre)
Haim NAP 90 ( Power)
Haim Prefix ( Phono stage)
Yamaha KX -W321 (Twin Casette Deck)
Yamaha DSP-A970 ( AV Amplifier)
Yamaha AV1 ( AV System)
Krell KAV 300CD
Krell (AV 300CD
Krell KIM- 3 ( Pre)
Krell 250a ( Power)
Krell KAY 3001 ( Integrated)
Krell KAY 300CD
Krell KAV 500i ( Integrated)
Linn Clossik ( CD/Amplifier)
Linn Kan 3 (Spkrs)
Linn Tune Box for Aktiv Boards
MicroMego Drive 2Kit
Musical Fidelity X- Mora (Tuner)
HAD 524 ( CD Player)
Audio Research LS8 ( Pre)
Audio Research VIS ( Power)
Theta Miles ( SE)
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Graaf 13.582 ( Pre)
Graaf GM20 ( Power)
Mark Levinson No39 ( CD Player)
Meridian 506 ( CD Player)
Michell Micro/RB300 arm (T/table)
Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300 (T/table)
Castle Severn Mk2 ( Spkrs)
Castle Kendal (Spkrs)
(brio Syntar 100 (Spkrs)
(EF 035 ( Spkrs)
Meridian DSP5000 ( Digital Spkrs)
Opera Plateau (Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.8 (Spkrs)
ProAc Response 4.0 (Spkrs)
ProAc Response 5.0 ( Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Orator ( Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Actor (Spkrs)
Wilson Witt 1 (Spkrs)
Wilson 5.1 ( Spkrs)
Quad E5163 (Spkrs)
Sonos tuber Elector Arnator 1 (Spkrs)
Pioneer SD-T4000 l40 IV)
Pioneer SD-T5000 ( 50" TV)
Pioneer POP-501MX ( Plasma IV)

We're recommending that all this information
and true 150 watts per channel power should drive a
pair of the near transparent Martin Logan
electrostatics. When we say ' near transparent' we
mean it - you can see right through these speakers -

£ 199
£349
£ 119

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI
LONDON W1M 7LH
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3

like an open window into any recording!
If you can discern the difference
between sound that merely ' impresses' and the
qualities of uncanny realism with deep musical
emotion
that
can
actually ' move you to
tears', then we believe
you
could
be
overwhelmed by a
home demonstration!

NORTHAMPTON
32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH
-42 COWGATE
T E31WANT
TO

RELL

LEXICON
STANDS UNIQUE

LINN

LOEWE

SUMIKO

MAGNAPLANAR
TEAC

THETA

MARTIN LOGAN
THORENS

MERIDIAN

UNISON

f395
£475
£399
£399
£599
£429
£399
£295
£ 129
£399
£549
£3399
£3399
£2695
f2895
£2199
£3399
£4249
£ 749
£225
£275
£229
£450
£ 199
£ 1199
£2999
£ 1999
£ 1295
£3395
£2495
£3995
f995
£ 99
£699
£499
f299
£ 199
£299
£3295
f645
£ 1950
f3490
£4995
£ 5995
£ 1900
£2499
£6495
£ 10,950
£ 1950
£ 1500
£ 1750
£2000
£9999

USED BARGAINS ( Phone for full list)
Moth Monoblock power amps
Noim IBL Speakers
Denon 01.0 1700 CD Player

& MARTIN LOGAN

£495
£595
£499
£999
£1099
£499
£473
£376
£169
£999
£649
£4290
£4290
£3250
£3498
£2589
£4290
£4999
£995
£295
£375
£299
£600
£249
£1499
£3499
£2390
£1595
£3995
£2995
£4995
£1195
£699
£899
£599
£399
£249
£349
£3885
£795
£4250
£4390
£13,000
£9000
£2900
£3999
£10,995
£17,500
£3500
£2700
£3300
£4000
£13,449

MICHELL

VIDICRON

MISSION

WILSON

MOTH

NAD

WILSON BENESCH

NAGRA
YAMAHA

all for

o171 486

8262/3

(MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS)

CEDIA
Founder
Member

•

sa
100's

of remarkable offers on

the best Hi Fi & Audio Visual brands.
Up to

Edgware Branch

50% OFF*

all around
the ri125

ex-demo & display models.
Don't miss the

best &

biggest sale in the
entertainment business,
Lieckenharn Blanch

Edgware Branch, 173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX Tel: 0208 952 5535

Covent Garden Li,n(In

Hounslow Branch, 45 High Street, Hounslow,
Middlesex TVV3 1RH Tel: 0208 569 5802
Covent Garden Branch, 18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9H Tel: 02,07 497 1346
Beckenham Branch, 126 High Street, BecKelham,
Kent BR3 lED Tel: 0208 663 3777

e-mail: sales@musical-iimages.co.uk

tSale starts 3rd March 2000
*Not valid with any other promotions or offers. E&OE.
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The
iniquities of
British
censorship;
and more
on multichannel
abuses

A

couple of unrelated home
theatre
issues
need
addressing, the first a
particular pet peeve of mine. While
it's not specifically this government's
fault that Great Britain is saddled
with the most ludicrous censorship
laws in the free world, it could, if it
weren't so hypocritical, do something
about them. The hypocrisy involves
the government's curiously selective
view of what should and shouldn't
be trans-European... but I'm
jumping the gun.
My spleen needs venting after a
conversation with a major CD
distributor who told me about his
recent torment, aggravated via his
customers'
regular
means
of
communication — phone, e-mail,
etc — and in person, when he faced
them at the recent Bristol show. He's
been bombarded with requests for
Region One DVDs, in particular the
DTS titles, and yet he is powerless
to do anything about it. The primary
cause of non-availability of DTSencoded software, and why we'll
continue to get the audio-only CDs
and the video DVDs of the music
concert variety, but absolutely
nothing else, has not to do with
regional coding, but with the far
more
odious,
nanny-state
interference of British censorship.
Before Igo any further, note that
the censorship goes way beyond
hard-core pomo, video nasties, racist
propaganda, gratuitous violence,
spousal abuse or any of the other
topics which some could deem unfit

1.111114111.

From top Dances With Wolves, Dragonheart, Liar Liar,
Out of Sight and Saving Private Ryan
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for consumption by the British
public. (You might recall that only
the UK suffered copy-cat violence
in the wake of the original run of
Clockwork Orange, leading to its
unavailability here for over 25 years
because Kubrick felt the British
public too immature, unruly and
downright barbaric to be exposed to
it.) But to accept the sort of
censorship we suffer would be to
assume that the guardians of taste
are protecting us from brain-rotting,
morality-dissolving or hate-inducing
garbage.
Sadly, I'm talking about an
insidious non-elected body which
found, among other things, something
like 7or 15 seconds' worth (according
to whichever source you ask) of Toy
Story which needed cutting. Toy Story,
for God's sake! What, Iask you, could
possibly have been in of Toy Suety,
Jurassic Park, Saving Private Ryan*
and other movies which could have
rendered them as unpalatable as, say,
Driller Killer?
And if brain rot is the issue, then
why is Chris Evans allowed to
broadcast?
What, you're wondering, is Kessler
going on about this time? Simple:
it's censorship, even more than
regional coding, which deprives us
of ready access to so much, and it's
why the distributor in question won't
risk bringing in the superior DTS
versions of Saving Private Ryan,
Dragonheart, Out Of Sight, Dances
With
Wolves, Liar Liar,
The
Peacemaker or any other films which
— unlike concert DVDs — require
BBFC ratings. Remember: I'm not
watering on about controversial films
like Fight Club or even the nowabsurdly-dated-but-finally-availableon-video-after- 15-years Death Wish.
While you can ( Customs &
Excise's
pound
of
flesh
notwithstanding) bring in or mailorder-purchase films to your heart's
content provided they're for your
own use, any distributor caught
selling them is looking at ahefty fine
in the thousands, and real jail-time.
This is not slap-on-the-wrist justice,
but the sort which should be (but
isn't) meted out to real criminals.
Now, correct me if I'm wrong, but
Ithought that one of the reasons the
Europhiles were selling us out to
Europe was to achieve lowestcommon- denominator,
across-the-continent
uniformity?
Meaning, what's legal in Germany
should be legal, say, in Greece? And
does that not extend to hashish and
cannabis (legal in Holland), porno
(legal everywhere but the UK),
prostitution (Holland again), and all
*Not, Ihasten to add, the pornographic
parody, Saving Ryan's Privates...

sorts of other things which consenting
adults should be allowed to consume?
Uh, no. So, although, you can nip
over to France and find avideo store
with Region 1titles on brazen display,
you are unlikely ever to see that
happen here. And that's why you will
have to look to Amazon.com or others
if you want to taste DTS in the form
of afeature film.

MULT1-CHANNEL
The other topic which Iwish to
address is John Crabbe's welcome
riposte in this month's ' Sidelines' to
my March diatribe about multichannel. It was clearly the Editor's
and my intention to start a debate
on the subject, one which might
force us to address the suitability of
the number of channels relative to
the actual recording in question.
And despite John's carefully
reasoned response, Imaintain, in my
most purist state, that say, for
example, a 1953 Sinatra recording
should be heard in mono, astereo
recording in two-channel and so on,
similarly that films like Casablanca
should be viewed in black-and-white
and widescreen movies should never
be subjected to pan-and-scan.
Far be it for me to challenge the
retort of alearned elder such as JC,
who finds the ' Hall' effect to be of
use in his particular situation
(described to me in aletter as asmall
and dead listening room). He's
absolutely right, and the last vestiges
of libertarianism in my fundamentally
right-wing
makeup
concur
wholeheartedly that every one has
the right to manipulate your music
playback as he/she sees fit.
But lest John's column suggest
otherwise, my complaints about
centre channel speakers concern
solely their lack of usefulness prior
to the arrival of discrete centre
channel signals via Dolby Digital and
DTS.
And, in accordance with John's
remarks about the dimensional
relationship between the audio and
the video, I'd agree wholeheartedly
that asonic vista — eg, two speakers
3m or more apart with a centre
channel in the middle — should be
matched by visuals of equal scale.
But, no, Iam not about to harangue
those who have normal, room-wide
speaker set-ups but who use adinky
21in screen. The disconnected offstage sonic activity is punishment
enough.
By the
way,
it
must be
remembered, should you dare to
think that his is the voice of reason
and Iam the audio casualty, that
Berlioz-lovin' John Crabbe is the
only music audio deity on record
who has optimised a system for a
single composer...
Ken Kessler
21
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n this country, when people talk
about horn loudspeakers, they
usually mean a horn- loading
enclosure designed around Lowther
full-range paper cone drive units. In
these designs, the mid and treble
comes from the front of the driver,
while the bass comes from the back.
Usually (though with afew notable
exceptions, such as the Carfraehorn)
the cabinet forms a 'folded horn', in
which the all-important pathway
from the rear of the driver is doubled
back on itself to fit into the cabinet.
The concept dates back to the dawn
of hi-fi, when amplifiers only
produced a couple of watts and so
the loudspeakers had to be made as
sensitive as possible — which is what
horn-loading, uniquely, can achieve
— and when, in fact, full-range drive
units were the norm.
But in other places,
the
development of horn loudspeakers
has taken afew more steps. Here, we
expect a horn loudspeaker to look
like awardrobe: in Germany, ahorn
speaker looks like ahorn. And all the
sound comes from the front.
Though far from being Germany's
only maker of horn speakers,
Avantgarde Acoustic seems to have
become the breed's best ambassador
abroad. The Uno is Avantgarde's
smallest model, it still stands
1450mm ( 57in) high. It has hornloaded units for the midrange and
treble, plus an active (self-powered)
subwoofer cabinet for the bass. This
approach is dictated by the fact that
the lowest frequency you can get

Though far
from being
Germany's
only maker of
horn speakers,
Avantgarde
Acoustic
seems to have
become the
breed's best
ambassador

from ahorn is proportional to the
size of the horn mouth. Even the
biggest horn of Avantgarde's top-ofthe-range, three-horned Trio, nearly
ametre across, doesn't extend below
100Hz, and is usually supplemented
by a subwoofer. The Uno's
midrange horn is 570mm in
diameter and operates down to
around 220Hz.
Avantgarde's horns are moulded
in ABS plastic, a material which,
although tough, is relatively 'floppy',
so that the resonance are well below
the operating frequencies. These are
'spherical' horns, and open out to an
included angle of 180° at the mouth.
Avantgarde claims that its correctlycalculated horn flare gets rid of the
colorations found in other horns,
and gives awide and well-controlled
dispersion. The drive- unit at the
back of that big midrange horn has a
2in diameter dome; naturally, the
tweeter, with its 180mm
diameter horn, has a
smaller diaphragm
(dimensions not
specified), but its

Avantgarde

Now updated and available in any
colour you like, this German horn
hybrid sounds really cool too

by

STEVE

HARRIS

•

massive 6.5kg magnet maintains a
claimed sensitivity of 100dB/W.
Although there is some restriction at
the throat to control the upper cutoff point, ther is no real compression
chamber. The electrical crossover
has been kept as simple as possible,
the horn-loaded units being made to
provide 18dB/oct acoustic rolloffs.
In any hybrid speaker, the
difficulty is to combine two different
kinds of drive to produce aseamless
whole. Hi-fi history is littered with
designs in which ' fast' exotic
electrostatic or ribbon treble units
were unhappily married to a 'slow',
conventional bass. And with the
early Uno, the stunning realism of
the mid and treble was not really
matched in quality by the bass.
Avantgarde addressed this first with
structural improvements: the bass
section was decoupled from the
frame, and the frame itself was
strengthened. (It also now allows
you to dismount the drivers and set
them at different heights.)
However, the biggest change has
been the introduction of a new
subwoofer. The SUB225CTRL
PRO is now available as an
option with new Unos, Duos
and Trios, or as an
upgrade for speakers
fitted with the existing
SUB 217PRO type. The
reflex-ported cabinet and
dual 7in woofers of the
'217 are replaced by a pair
of massive 10in long- throw
drivers, designated 10T300 and
'developed
exclusively for
Avantgarde. Their paper-pulp
cones are made by a sieving
process rather than by
moulding, giving an
irregular surface on the
rear of the cone and
great stiffness. Voice coil
diameter is 3in and the
7.6in ( 192mm) magnets
weigh 151bs (6.5 kg) each. These
drivers are powered by abuiltin 200W amplifier,
which also gives active
control of the speaker
through a ' Velocity
Controlled Driver
Feedback' system.
This reads current
and voltage to deduce
the speed of the driver
compared with the
input signal, and
corrects any deviation
by an increase or
decrease of power.
Frequency response is
said to be flat from
18Hz to 250Hz within
0.8dB. A soft- start
circuit brings power in
gradually, avoiding
MAY 2000
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any possibility of switch-on thumps
through the speakers.
All this power and speed wouldn't
be much good without a suitably
solid foundation for the drivers to
work against. This is provided by a
cabinet 550x300x550 (hwd), made
of 30mm MDF. This, along with the
massive drivers and electronics,
means that the subwoofer alone
weighs a rather groin-straining 45kg
(1001b). The back panel is recessed,
which looks neater and means that
the units can be placed on their
backs without damaging heatsink,
control knobs or terminals.

than other speakers, yet can
still sound sweet. On vinyl,
they seem to allow you to
listen further into the
space which ( as you
suddenly realise) was
captured on the original
recording. Listening to a
(pre-digital processing!)
LP transfer from 78s, the
Avantgardes allowed the
ear to differentiate so easily
between noise and music that
while low-level ' surface' remained,
clearly- defined but not- toodistracting in the foreground, the
musical event was palpably taking
SOUND QUALITY
place in a space behind the
The Unos were run in using my
speakers. It may seem ridiculous to
trusty old Musical Fidelity A1000
judge a ,C5000-plus loudspeaker on
integrated amplifier, an unlikely but
how well it reproduces the noise
effective combination. Avantgarde's
from a 78, captured on tape and
UK importer, Graham Tricker of
transferred to vinyl at least 25
GT Audio, once more loaned me a years ago, but the example
illustrates the way the Unos just
set of his own Tron amplifiers — the
don't get in the way. And Ithink
beautifully-made Tron Nucleus tube
pre-amplifier and phono amplifier
this is what's most important.
plus single- ended triode stereo
One of the Avantgarde advantages
power amplifier, which Ireviewed
is that the speakers are gloriously
last year [Aug ' 99]. Iwas also lucky
unfussy about room positioning.
enough to have access to have the
However, my experience was that if
use of a pair of Canary CA300
placed very close to side walls they
will respond by sounding coloured
single-ended 300B triode monoblock
power amplifiers; to drive these I — lending ahonk to female vocals.
Two feet away from the wall,
mainly used the Viking 1tube line
pre-amplifier by Vidmar of Slovenia.
everything was fine again. But Idid
When the Unos arrived, Graham
conclude that the new Unos were
warned me that they were absolutely
slightly sharper, slightly brighter in
the upper mid. Icouldn't guess if
new and would need running-in, and
he was right. In fact, for the first few
this might be due to internal
days Ieven found myself comparing
changes, or to that hard coating of Avantgarde's Uno is
them unfavourably with the old pair,
auto paint. Or aneed for even more
available with the
running-in.
which of course I'd lived with for
horns in polished,
unpainted white
many months. They just didn't seem
So what about the bass? With
to have the immediacy, the freedom
those early Unos, I'd tended to back finish at ‘.5300. The
standard metallic
the bass off more and more,
or the magic which I'd learned to
paint options,
preferring to listen to a bass-light
love with the original Unos. Then,
Midnight Blue or
sound rather than to be made aware
after about a week and a half, one
Brilliant Red, are an
day everything gelled. The driveof the contrast between magic mid
extra ‘800, while
and rather ordinary low frequencies.
units had freed up, and the new
any customerspeakers lived up to the promise:
With the new sub, things were
specified auto finish
different. Ispent more time fiddling
(like the Porsche
they really were ` improved'.
Boxster jade colour
with bass level/ frequency controls —
The new Unos now demonstrated
seen here) will add
those astonishing midrange qualities
but with far more rewarding results.
£1200 to the basic
that had attracted me ( and other
Ideally, you should employ a tame
price. Pure silver
commentators of course) to the
assistant to make the adjustments
internal wiring (as in
while you listen from the normal
Avantgarde speakers in the first
the review pair) is
position. Even then, you may end up
place. They gave you immediacy,
also an optional
impact, emotional communication,
fine-tuning for different types of
extra, at ‘200
but without the coloration which has
music. Ifeel that Avantgarde has
overstated the case a little by
spoiled these aspects in other horn
suggesting that the bass is now a
speakers. They worked on all kinds
perfect match for the speed of the
of music and they sounded effortless.
On solo instruments they could be
horns, but it is very good.
stunningly real; on orchestral music,
With its very high published
sensitivity, the Avantgarde is
they allowed you to unravel musical
eminently suitable for small valve
strands without conscious effort, and
SUPPLIER
amplifiers; sub- 10 watt single-endedinstruments were placed in a stage
GrAded10,
that had depth and tangibility.
triode amplifiers will easily go loud
Cherry Heim,
enough. Paradoxically, the better
Although it's an overworked word,
Highcr Dothan:,
Bucks 1.1139 511
subwoofer actually makes the Uno
'transparency' really is what these
Tel: 01895
designs can offer. On CD, they seem
more demanding of amp quality.
833099
The sub has its own amplification
to unleash more realistic dynamics
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and so makes no real power
demands. However, the subwoofer's
amplifier cannot make
something
out
of
nothing: if the bass
quality of the chosen
external amplifier is
poor,
you
will
certainly hear it. With
some valve amplifiers, in
other
words,
the
subwoofer's qualities will
be wasted.
Another point is that
high sensitivity speakers
, make an amplifier
sound more noisy.
•) With the 100dB/W
Unos, background
hiss or hum from the
amplifier will be raised
by 10dB compared
with a pair of
90dB/W speakers,
which could make
the
difference
between
acceptable and
unacceptable
results.
With all this in
mind, Ipicked up
on the news that
some Avantgarde
dealers
were
selling
the
speakers with a
budget
CD
player and amplifier,
which would produce good enough
results and leave the owner scope to
upgrade later. Ididn't have aMatsui
CD player to hand, but (using an
Exposure CD player) Iwas able to
try a budget Cambridge amplifier.
The results were frighteningly good,
especially on rock. The cheap solidstate amp lacked the refinement
and/or warmth of the valve
amplifiers I'd tried, but basically, it
worked. The midrange still had that
precious immediacy, without
shouting, and the bottom end now
had punch and pace.

CONCLUSION
Avantgarde's speakers are not cheap,
but Ithink that the results justify the
cost. You also get some serious
engineering, including high-quality
electronics and excellent drive units,
combined with a now well-proven
approach to horn-loading, and real
visual pizazz too. Ithink that for
sheer enjoyment, they more than
stand up to conventional ' box
speaker' competition at the price. Or
you could spend the same money (or
considerably more) on a pair of
Lowther units in complex bespoke
cabinets, but I'm afraid that for me
there is no longer any contest. The
Germans have it every time.
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rell is one of those
aspirational brands that
people tend to have strong
views about, sometimes ( Ihave
discovered) whether they have
heard them working in anger or
not. Krell comes in for abad press
from those for whom the brand
epitomises US-style overkill. It is
sometimes described as overengineered, whatever that means,
but this is not a criticism that can
be levelled at the subject of this
test. Other than buying an
integrated amplifier like the
KAV300i, the £2298 KAV-150a is
the most affordable way to get a
foothold on the Krell ladder when
used with an appropriate preamplifier: like the recommended
KAV-250P, which matches the
power amp aesthetically as well as
electrically. As the Editor put it in
conversation, here is one Krell
amplifier for which a second
mortgage won't be required. Your
Gold Card will do just fine.
The Krell KAV-150a is rated at
150 watts/channel into 8ohms, but
it can be bridged for a maximum
output of 515W into a single
(monaural) channel at 8 ohms,
which is achieved by wiring the two
live output terminals to the speaker,
connecting the source to the lefthand signal input and setting the

mode switch on the rear panel. The
frequency response is given as
20Hz-20kHz, + 0/-0.1dB, with the
-3dB limits at 0.5Hz and 150kHz.
Distortion
residuals
and
signal/noise ratios are low enough
and high enough respectively to be
immaterial, on paper at least. Input
sensitivity is 1.8V, and impedance
100k ohm: enough to ensure that
any frequency response aberrations
induced by interconnect lead
discrepancies should not cause
audible
frequency
response
aberrations, almost regardless of the
pre-amplifier you choose. The amp
appears non-microphonic, and
produces no audible hum even with
the matching CD player and preamp set to maximum gain: just a
faint white-noise like hiss, inaudible
from anormal listening distance.
As well as the standard
unbalanced inputs on standard
phono sockets, the Krell can be

Krell is one
of those
aspirational
brands that
people tend
to have strong
views about,
sometimes
(I have
discovered)
whether
they have
heard them
working in
anger or not

Here's a Krell power amplifier
that you can buy without taking out a
second mortgage: the KAV-150a

by

ALVIN GOLD

driven in balanced mode through
XLR sockets, a facility that is
echoed with matching Krell
hardware [
see boxout]. The only
other facility of note is a 12V trigger
in and output which allows the amp
to be powered on and off when
other KAV series components are
switched. This is of particular
importance in adistributed system,
or one where the amplifier is to be
built in and therefore cannot be
readily accessed. The front panel is
adorned by a power switch and a
blue power LED. The output is
connected by relay, but there is no
delay to allow the circuits to
stabilise, and this leads to an
audible but not excessive thump
through the speakers.
The design employs ' proven'
Krell circuits, including proprietary
bi-polar output devices. From input
to output it uses discrete, fully
complementary circuits, with
everything prior to the pre-driver
stage in Class A. Low levels of
negative feedback are claimed. The
power supply is fed from a 400VA
toroidal transformer through
27,000µF of reservoir capacitors,
each channel being free to draw on
the full supply if required. Krell
states that the KAV-150a is
particularly adept at supplying
current under conditions that

Gc"
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would, quote, cripple lesser
designs, unquote.
On to housekeeping matters.
Build quality as usual with Krell is
good verging on the fairly good. All
three products submitted (which
included the tuner and preamplifier described in the boxout)
are built from thick aluminium
sections, which have useful nonmagnetic properties, and which
double as heatsinks. Everything
feels solid and well screwed
together, the thick- section grey
aluminium fascia with engraved
graphics
being
particularly
attractive; but Ididn't care much
for some of the sharp corner
projections, a minor Krell failing.
The amp is wider than most but
slim: it measures 475x93x379mm
(whd), and weighs 11.4kg
The first and most extraordinary
feature of the KAV-150a is its
power output. Krell suggests that
this is because it has an intimate
understanding of what it calls the
'often misunderstood relationship
between output section capability
and power supply potential', and
that this means that its amplifiers,
KAV-150a included, emulate the
'theoretical ideal current and
voltage source'. Although aware of
Krell's reputation for strong low
frequency drive — Krells have
always been regarded as amost the
only amplifiers deemed truly up to
driving early Apogee Scintillas
(dipping to 1ohm on a good day)
— I have always been a bit
suspicious of such claims.
The official 150watt/ch/8ohm
rating for the KAV-150a doubles
into 4 ohms: healthy enough
numbers, but in the end, so what?
Figures like these are hardly
headline news in these days of
multi- megaton AV amps costing
peanuts which are powerful enough
to zap tweeters practically before
their speaker cables have been
connected.
Ihave no useful observations to
add at this point about older Krell
amplifiers, but that Iknow of good
designers who use Krell amplifiers
as yardsticks when developing their
own. This is shorthand for ' don't
believe the hype — keep an open
mind'. In fact, the issue of real
world power output is important,
but not quite in the way Iexpected.
First things first. Idecanted the
power amp from its box, along with
a KAV-250p pre- amplifier and a
KAV-150a CD player that were
included for company. All three
offer full balanced operation, but at
first I ran the amps using
unbalanced connections (Nordost,
TAG McLaren Audio), and it was
some time before Iwas able to
MIR NEIn àRECORD UMW
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wring some Transparent Audio
Balanced
MusicLink
Plus
interconnects from the Krell
importer (Absolute Sounds), so I
can claim some experience of
running the amplifier both ways, as
it were. Ialso spent some days
running the equipment in, but
found little difference in
sound after each day's
warm-up, perhaps
because it had been
in use shortly before
receipt.
For
a
transistor amplifier that
doesn't claim to operate
in Class A or even in enriched
Class B (the usual euphemism for
running a little extra quiescent
current through the output
devices), Iwas surprised to discover
that within an hour or so the power
amps were too hot to leave ahand
on for more than a few seconds.
The pre-amp gets pretty warm too,
hotter indeed than some integrated
amps.
Ienjoyed the Krell combination,
and it didn't take long to discover
that it worked well with avariety of
speakers, including some quite
difficult loads that had given some
bigger and costlier amplifiers
something to think about. But it
didn't blow my socks off, certainly
not while I was running it
unbalanced.
It was at this stage that Irewired
the system with the Transparent
Audio balanced interconnects, the
importer's favoured match, and
with Transparent MusicWave Plus
bi-wire speaker cable. The latter I
found Icould take or leave, and in
the end Ireverting to using Nordost
SPM with the test speakers, which
seemed to me to have better timing,
but the balanced interconnects
really did deliver, big time. Then
the Krell blew my socks off.
I was lucky enough to have
access to some real amplifier-hostile
speakers during the test period.
One was the B&W Nautilus 803,
which belies its friendly good looks
by being less-than-trivially hard to
drive well. Like other members of
the Nautilus family, the bass and
the mid/top appear to do their own
thing, like two loudspeakers in a
single box that nearly but don't
quite hang together. Ishould add
that the effect Idescribe is quite a
subtle one, and it isn't obvious with
all programme material, but it is a
real effect nevertheless, and one
that changes according to the
amplifier in use at the time, which
reinforces the feeling that the
B&W's bass sub-system is not easy
to drive. The Nautilus 801 provides
the
clearest
signs
of this
demarcation, but no 801 was

Inside the KAV-I50a

available for this test. The Krell did
wreak a transformation on the
Nautilus 803, however, performing
the almost impossible by making
the speaker sound more coherent
and together, more of apiece than
it did with any of the other
amplifiers available during the
course of the three months or so
time-frame of this test.
It also quickly became obvious
that the KAV-150a is a real
powerhouse in practice as well as
on paper. This of course was the
very point made by KK in his
review of the bigger but otherwise
design-related KAV-300; and on
the face of it, it doesn't sound like
the kind of proposition that sits well
with a lower cost and physically
lighter amplifier with amuch lower
power rating.
But appearances can deceive.
One of its most impressive outings
was with a version of Hugh
Masakela's ` Stimela' (The Coal
Train), which Iwas able to play at
(I'm sure my neighbours will agree)
some quite unreasonable volume
levels using JM Labs Mezzo Utopia
speakers, which are also quite a
tough load, and above all a
revealing one. In this case, the
volume was set for the extended
quiet passages, which left the
louder sections, in particular the
extended repetitive drum breaks,
threatening to break windows.
Other amplifiers were certainly
able to play this track at the same
kind of levels, but the Krell was
obviously particularly at home with
such material, and free from any
sense of distortion, of hitting the
end stops, or any of the thousandand- one almost subliminal signs
that amplifiers use to signal adesire
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AMPLIFIERS
PRECEDING THE POWER: KAV-250p AND KAV-250cd
ALTHOUGH this test primarily concerns itself with the Krell KAV150a, power amps do not exist in isolation, and in practice the
KAV-150a is quite likely to be used with amatching Krell preamplifier, and perhaps aKrell CD player too.
For this test, the power amp was loaned with aKAV-250p pre-amp
(£22981 and KAV-250cd compact disc player (£2599). There is
another reason for opting for such acombination here, which is that
all three components can be operated in balanced mode. The Krell
KAV-250p was covered in KK's review [ Nov ' 97], along with the
KAV-250 power amp. Readers are referred to that review for afull
run-down, but the basics are as follows. This is aline-level pre-, with
three single-ended and one balanced (XLR) input, atape monitor loop
and remote control. One input can be reconfigured as an output for
use with ahome cinema processor. Balanced and unbalanced main
outputs are available. The ladder-type volume control gives agood
channel balance at all levels, but rather wide volume steps at very low
levels. The KAV-250cd comes in amatching box, is also remote
controllable, of course, and is also equipped with balanced and
unbalanced outputs. Digital clockwork includes the ubiquitous Pacific
Microsonics PMD100 HDCD filter and Burr- Brown PCM1702 digital to-analogue converter, with proprietary output amplifiers.
The pre-amp operated faultlessly, but the CD player sometimes
rejected apparently clean CDs, or skipped on sections that didn't trip
up other players. The KAV-250cd also has abit of athing about CD- R
discs, an important point given the rapidly increasing popularity of the
format. Basically, it doesn't like them. It played some, and refused to
play balf with others, which (by Sod's Law) naturally managed to
include the CD- Rtest disc used for setting replay levels.
Despite these irritations, the Krell CD player was not lacking where
it counted most, which is why, despite those petty niggles, Ihave been
using it as astandard reference player when testing groups of CD
players. The HDCD compatibility is auseful bonus of course, but only
for arelatively tiny number of discs, and the player also proved
invaluable where abalanced source component was needed, as for at
least one amplifier review due to appear in these pages shortly. Most
of all, however, the KAV-150cd is simply asharp, articulate player,

to back off, at least within the
volume limits feasible in the 9 x 4
metre listening room. As a result,
the feeling of physical presence with
this recording, and many others,
was completely compelling.
The important point here is not
so much that the Krell goes loud,
but that it does so with such
panache, and with such freedom
from unwanted side effects. The
KAV-150a may or may not be
more powerful than its competitors,
but what is available is more usable
in practice, in much the same way
that a high power engine in a
Ferrari is more usable than in acar
of similar weight, but with inferior
dynamics. It was always utterly in
command, but it never sounded
like acontrol freak.
The Krell's abilities stretch much
further than just a natural way of
delivering power. Its ability to
create a stereo soundstage in width
and depth, and to sustain it through
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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which like the power amp has asense of power and neutrality across
the audio band, and most important of all, its power is dynamically
credible.
Each of the three Krell components has this quality in spades: they
all go loud without holding back, yet when playing quiet, low-level
passages the sound doesn't disappear, sound less articulate, ce
become harder to follow: qualities that with lesser components often
make it necessary to increase the replay level. But the word dynamics
in this context is also meant to mean something rather different.
Perhaps 'microdynamics' would be an appropriate term to descr ibe
the Krell's ability to reproduce arange of sounds at once, without
louder sounds grabbing the Locus from the quieter ones. This has
always been akey distinguishing quality of good high-fidelity, and in
this area in particular the Krell system excels.
As to the pre-amp, Ihave li*le to add to KK's comments, which
suggest that it is just about on ideal match for the KAV-150a power
amp. If there is aresidual feeling that it is not the star of the show, it is
only because it the power amp makes amore obviously dramatic
contribution; but the pre-amp does come into its own when used with
the other two components in balanced mode, which makes a
substantial contribution to sound quality. It is far from obvious why this
should be the case, but it is hard not to hear the increased power and
projection, and the improveo resolution in this mode (with the volume
normalised of course). It is worth making the point here that balanced
mode circuits can be implemented in different ways, and don't always
provide any real benefit, depending on the design of the balanced
circuits, and especially if the signal is not treated consistently lie, kept
in balanced form) right through the chain. But balanced operation
emphatically does work here.
In summary, there is no reason to amend the conclusions already
reached on the KAV-150p ore-amplifier: it is afirst-rate design that
works seamlessly with the main subject of this review in balanced or
single-ended mode, and in the course of the review period, Ifcund no
better match. The CD player « scommensurate with the other two, but
had some operational problems that should be addressed, lack of
reliable CD- Rcompatibility being aparticular point of concern.

the shifting sands of musical
dynamics, was quite remarkable.
The sense of depth, or rather the
ability to sustain different depth
layers at the same time — for
example for the various sections of
a ( well-miked) orchestra — was
truly excellent, and if not in aclass
of its own, you would have to go a
long way to find its equal.
Some Krell amplifiers have been
criticised in the past for having a
very particular kind of sound, one
that is completely antithetical to
valve amp sound, that is too
transistory, strident or obvious, or
something. Ihave heard hints of
this at odd times with particular
Krell amplifiers, but not here, and
not in combination with the
matching pre-amp. The KAV-150a
is ahard hitter, but it has acactuslike core: it is soft and sweet when
the occasion demands, and it is
effectively transparent. About the
worst that can be said is that you

The important
point here is
not so much
that the Krell
goes loud, but
that it does so
wRh such
panache, and
with such
freedom from
unwanted side
effects

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road
London,
511720 IDE
Tel: 0208 971
3909

might not get quite as romantically
involved as you can with certain
high-class valve amps. This is a
top-class amplifier, however, with a
class- leading combination of
authority, resolving power, imagery
and dynamics.

CONCLUSION
The entry level Krell power amp
turns out to be a fully-fledged
member of the family. It is
powerful beyond its specifications,
and it knows how to impose its will
on loudspeakers, even those that
cause
problems
for
other
amplifiers. Tonally it is neutral, its
depth resolution and imagery are
first rate, and its input parameters
are such that it should work with
most pre-amplifiers, using long or
short interconnects. The balanced
and bridge mode options and
remote switching enhance its
flexibility, and by Krell standards it
represents something of abargain.
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nless you've been asleep for
the past few months, you'll
have heard about Super
Audio Compact Disc, the new highquality music carrier from Sony and
Philips. Forget all the 'perfect sound
for ever' guff we heard about CD
nearly 20 years ago (I'm sure Sony
and Philips would like to); now we
have the spectacle of Sony and
Philips tacitly admitting that CD
wasn't quite up to it. You see,
according to Sony's promotional
blurb, the new medium is claimed to
give ' the emotion' in the music — to
'make you listen in a different way'
and give a richer, more ` analogue'
sound, capturing ambience and
acoustics better. Perhaps ' even
more perfect sound for ever' would
be an appropriate SACD catchphrase.
It's abit rich, considering the flak
and vitriol the few ' young Turks' got
from the establishment when we
dared to suggest CD was less than
perfect all those years ago. Yes, it
has improved since then, but the
fundamental limitations of CD — its
lack of ultimate realism and subtlety
— and the much- quoted cold
sterility have not gone away, merely
been smoothed out a little. We've
mostly become used to them, as we

champagne finish and large, clear,
front display. It's put together
beautifully, more like an expensive
camera than apiece of hi-fi, with its
top-sliding drawer sliding smoothly
and almost silently. The only
awe
The SCDadjusted to the quirks of vinyl. Now
777ES
we have these two powerful and
certainly looks
resourceful companies saying in
the part with
effect ` don't worry, we've fixed it'.
its champagne
At least their declared aim is raising
finish and
quality standards and not the downlarge, clear,
dumbing with MPEG and the like,
front display.
so we music-loving hi-fi diehards can
It's put
take solace. The rival, DVD-Audio
together
also promises similar gains in
beautifully,
quality, but while it is stalled
more like an
awaiting new copy protection
expensive
software, DVD-Video 24/96 remains
camera than
a limited
stop- gap
option.
a piece of hi-fi,
Meanwhile, SACD is here now, and
for the time being at least, has a with its
top- sliding
clear run.
drawer sliding
Sony's first SACD machine — the
smoothly
SCD-1 — had its review in HFNIRR
and almost
Oct ' 99. The SCD-777ES appears
to be a stripped-down version at a silently
more affordable price at around
£1700. So, the SCD-777ES brings
with it alot of political baggage, and
has bold claims to live up to.
It certainly looks the part with its

Sony
SCD-777E5 up

downside would seem to be the
weight — a hernia- inducing 25kg
(over 551b) — then there's the time
spent while the machine reads the
table of contents either with CDs or
SACDs, which seems like an e-e-eter-nity.
Instead of the linear multi- bit
Pulse Code Modulation used by CD
(and DVD Audio), SACD employs
a one-bit Bitstream type of coding
known as DSD or Direct Stream
Digital, running at the remarkable
speed of 2.8224MHz instead of
CD's 44.1kHz: 64 times faster.
More samples per second during the
whole process, from recording to
replay, translate to amuch finer time
structure and the ability to reconstruct the musical waveform
more precisely.
Unfortunately, as a side product,
the process generates significant
noise and distortion. This would fall
into the audible range were it not
pushed up in frequency to above
20kHz by means of delta- sigma
noise- shaping techniques. DSP

Like the SCD-1 before it, Sony's

scond
e
Super Audio CD player lives

to the promise of the new medium
by
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digital coding and decoding is
simpler than multi-bit, with fewer
stages of processing, and as with
Bitstream, can be decoded by abasic
low-pass filter. The bandwidth of
SACD extends to ( optionally)
around 50kHz or 100kHz. Up to
20kHz there's more than 100dB, or
120dB of dynamic range (depending
on which bit of Sony's blurb you
read). Above 20kHz the supersonic
noise introduced by SACD could
`fry' amplifiers and possibly some
loudspeakers — hence the need for
the 50kHz filter for their protection.
So, Sony's claim of 50kHz or
100kHz bandwidth, and 120dB
signal-to-noise
is
a
trifle
disingenuous, as they are mutually
exclusive. Only with suitable
equipment, such as Sony's ES range
of amplifiers and speakers, can the
filter be switched to ' special' for the
wider 100kHz bandwidth.
CD SOUND QUALITY
The 777ES, like the SACD-1, has
switchable 24-bit variable-coefficient
digital filters for CD replay only,
some of which are claimed to reduce
the pre- ringing introduced by the
traditional flat 'brick-wall' CD antiimage filter. The four different
settings did indeed have subtly
different sound characters. The
normal CD's ` flat' filter sounded
brightest, most traditional CD in
character, yet vital. The others
offered varying degrees of smoothing
— some sounding better defined and
cleaner, some duller, and others
offering a bit more low-level
ambience. Listeners will use which
they prefer. Idid many comparisons
and ended up using filter 4 much of
the time. These differences were
cosmetic rather than structural,
comparable to a home make- over
rather than amajor re-build.
The change from CD with any
filter to SACD was structurally and
fundamentally different. Having said
that, the sound of CD replay via the
777ES is actually of a very high
standard, seeming to preserve
dynamics and vitality while avoiding
harshness and muddle. All my
'difficult' CDs were reproduced with
flying colours. It's a great CD
player, one Ithoroughly enjoyed
with familiar CDs. Compared to
some high- end, high-priced CD
machines I'd say this looks like a
bargain.
So, the SCD-777ES is afine CD
player to use even while awaiting
more elusive dual-layer discs.
SACD SOUND QUALITY
The SCD-777ES came with doublelayer discs from Telarc and DMP
plus, frustratingly, a Sony disc with
only a single SACD layer! The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Telarc and Sony samplers were very
well recorded, and both discs
included new material and tracks
derived from old analogue tapes.
Later in the proceedings two
AudioQuest discs arrived, both
derived from two- track
30ips analogue tapes
and pressed in
dual- layer
form. ./
Vivante
provided a
Hyperion
dual- layer
SACD/CD disc
of the
Florian
Quintet, recorded by
Tony Faulkener, so
there was quite a broad
cross-section of excellently
recorded material to listen to.
In each and every case the
SACD layer sounded better. So
what were the differences? Well,
there's background ambience,
particularly
noticeable
with
recordings made in a natural
acoustic. This is simply more natural
and more audible with SACD. The
acoustic is fuller, richer and wanner.
Even artificial reverb mixed into
studio
recordings
is
more
convincing. Musical instruments are
tonally and harmonically more
convincing. Then there's stereo
imagery. Tied up with ambience,
images are more precise and real.
Next there's musical subtlety. The
impression that real musicians are
playing real instruments is simply
more convincing: little nuances and
subtleties in their playing are easier
to follow, no matter what instrument
or style of music. Sony's claim that
you can hear more ' emotion' in the
music is in my view entirely
vindicated and you don't need to be
ahi-fi buff to hear it.
Take, for example, Fauré's
Andantino from the Piano Trio in Dminor: track 2on the Hyperion disc.
The piano here has a solidity and
harmonic integrity which you just
don't hear from the CD layer. The
ambience is there to support it, and
it's as though all the harmonics are
present in correct relationship with
their fundamentals, which are
themselves intact and in correct
proportion. CD gives the impression
that the fundamentals have been
suppressed, and the harmonics
jumbled. It's difficult to describe but
obvious to the ear. The piano is
simply more tangible and Susan
Tomes's playing sounds all the
better for it. It's the same with
'Deep Purple' by the Dave Brubeck
Quartet. The applause is more
realistic with SACD even before the
music starts, Brubeck's playing is
lyrical and perfectly phrased. The

The change
from CD with
any filter, to
SACD, was
structurally
and
fundamentally
different
Having said
that, the
sound of CD
replay ya
the 777ES is
actually of
a very hgh
standard,
seeming to
preserve
dynamics
and vitality
while avoiding
harshness and
muddle. All my
'difficult'
CDs were
reproduced
with flying
colours
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piano sounds full,
rich and firm, while the
audience noises, coughs
and movements, are clearer.
Switch to CD and the piano is
glassy and in-your-face, lacking that
essential richness and background
ambience. Select SACD and when
the sultry sax and deep firm doublebass come in... the music just carries
you away.
'Too Proud' by Mighty Sam
McClain on AudioQuest showed
how electric bass, keyboard, blues
vocals and drum kit can also reveal
differences. The CD layer is alittle
brittle and flat, while the SACD
brings out a richness, bass power
and authority which are altogether in
a different league. Finally, from the
other AudioQuest dual-layer disc,
there's Mighty Sam again in more
contemplative mood with 'When the
Hurt is Over'. Compared to the CD
layer, the guitars are harmonically
more whole and convincing with
SACD and as each string is plucked,
it's more real. The crisp transients of
leading edges are more clearly
preserved with SACD, without
spilling over into harshness, while
the piano sings out more clearly, and
the cymbal sounds more like abrush
sliding over the surface of metal than
fizz.
The SCD-777ES with SACD
discs also lends afirmer, fuller, more
rhythmic, flowing and foot-tapping
bass quality than CD replay.
Whether this is to do with SACD per
se, or the player, is something which
will have to wait until there are more
around to audition. Isuspect it's to
do with the extra information
reproduced, which gives the whole
sound greater authority and power:
not just bass fundamentals but
harmonics too, and at all levels.
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Now on demonstration the Mark Levinson Integrated Amplifier
ML39 Cd player, uncompromising in sound

On Permanant Demonstration.
ML 32 reference Pre- amp with Phono stage
ML 33 reference Power amps
ML 30.6/31.5 reference DAC and CD Transpor

For the Finest music quality and design
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark

Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson

380 pre-amp
380S pre-amp
334 power amp
335 power amp
336 power amp

Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark

Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson

33H mono amps
£ 19395
360 DAC
£4395
360S DAC
£6895
37 CD transport
£3995

Mark Levinson 39 CD player

£3995
£6495
£5495
£7495
£8995

Mark Levinson Reference series
No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with PLS-330 power supply
No.31.5 CD transport
No.32 pre-amp and Controller
No.32 phono modules for above
No.33 mono amplifiers

. £ 16495
£9295
£ 14495
£2495
£29995

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is only on
permanent demonstration at Heatherdale Audio

£4995

The main U.K. Dealers of Mark Levinson Reference products
Thiel speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote - Toft, and much more
See our pre-owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available (* subject to status)

SACD PLAYERS
With SACD, high frequencies lose
that classic cold, crystalline,
character, particularly noticeable on
CDs with instruments such as
brushed cymbals, strings and vocals.
Indeed, SACD singularly lacks that
characteristic 'digital' sound, it is so
warm, rich and vital.
But these were all comparisons
between digital formats. One way of
judging if it really is in the same
league as analogue would be to
compare SACD to vinyl. Of course,
the caveat here is that all recordplaying systems have their own tonal
characteristics, but they share
inherent analogue traits, of
reproducing ambience, musical
subtlety and natural warmth.
Though the Sony disc lacked a CD
layer, it has Miles Davis's ' So What'
from Kind of Blue, which Ialso have
on vinyl, both as a Nimbus test
pressing for Practical HiFi
Supercuts and in a more recent
Absolute Analogue test pressing.
Also on the Sony SACD and
duplicated on another Absolute
Analogue LP was 'The Pan Piper'
from the Miles Davis/Gill Evans
collaborative disc Sketches from
Spain.
'So What' was wonderful with
SACD, maintaining all its mystical
phrasing and sensitivity. Miles's
genius shines through. Comparing
to the vinyl versions, both LPs
(played on the excellent Project
Perspective with Project arm and
Ortofon MC30 cartridge and
boosted via aDensen DP Drive DP02 m- c phono pre- amp) proved
what Isuspected. The warmth,
subtlety and magic heard via SACD
were here too. The old Nimbus
pressing sounded the best balanced
— closest to SACD, while the
Absolute Analogue pressing was
tonally thinner and more coloured. I
gained the distinct impression that
Nimbus had preserved the essence
of this track better. Ifound Iwas
inadvertently comparing the vinyl to
SACD, rather than the other way
around. The most obvious difference
between SACD and vinyl was in the
bass, where SACD sounded firmer
and better resolved. My reactions
were similar with 'The Pan Piper',
but here the Absolute Analogue
pressing seemed better balanced
than its Kind Of Blue. Again, the
.SACD seemed to reach more to the
heart of the music than vinyl, but the
differences here were less marked.
Unfortunately, Ihad no comparable
CDs for reference — nor, of course,
the original master tapes. In
addition, whether masters or copy
masters were used to produce the
LPs and SACDs is not known. (
Nor
the extent of Sony's remixing - Ed.)
None the less, according to these
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two brief comparisons the SACD
had a warmth, vibrancy and
confidence, as if capturing and
faithfully reproducing the old
master- tapes without
adding
brittleness or losing detail, as
happens with CD, or adding the
mechanical compromises of vinyl.
SACD must lose something on the
way — nothing is perfect — but it
seems to lose less than with CD,
sounding more realistic and more
importantly less like hi-fi. Those
who have grown up with CD may
find SACD dull, but those who
have, quite rightly, clung to vinyl
may find a new friend. Iam sure
there will be those who will instantly
take to SACD and also those who
will still prefer vinyl. Then there's
DVD-Audio's 24/192 and 24/96
with its own promise of better than
CD sound, somewhere around the
comer and the little material Ihave
heard suggests a potential similarity
to SACD. It will be interesting to see
how the market shakes down when
players capable of reproducing all
types of 12cm disc become available.
Time will tell.
A few caveats: most of my
listening was with the filter switch in
the wide- band ' special' position,
which undoubtedly gave the more
realistic reproduction, from deep
bass to high treble. Iwas using the
777ES with Musical Fidelity's
A3CR pre- and power amp which
arrived for review at the same time.
These are claimed to be especially
suited to SACD on account of their
100kHz bandwidth and low
distortion up to 100kHz — a claim
which Iwould judge is entirely
justified from these auditions, as the
MF set-up is eminently smooth and
transparent. They suffered no ill
effects, nor did the speakers, which,
admittedly, use atweeter with higher
than average power handling. Apart
from that, there was nothing fancy,
unusual or particularly high-end in
the system.
Switching the output filter to
'normal' had a closing-in effect on
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the sound, suppressing some of its
natural sparkle and vibrancy.
Strangely, bass was also affected,
becoming slightly stodgy and less
free, less tuneful, heavier and slower.
Switched back to ' special', the
improvements to realism were quite
noticeable. Ivery much doubt the
bass effect is anything to do with
SACD per se and I suspect is a
secondary low-frequency influence
introduced inadvertently by the
50kHz
low-pass
filter
and
overlooked by Sony's engineers.
Sony trumpet the filter as not
being in the signal path. This is
really misinformation. Even circuitry
'not in the signal path' affects sound
quality. The designers need to work
on this some more. With the filter
out, bass quality seems to have even
greater
authority,
flow
and
tunefulness with SACD than CD,
but not necessarily with the filter in.
Even so, this is small fry compared
to the overall gains in realism over
CD, even in the safe ' filtered' mode.
One curiosity: the SCD777ES
refused to play one CDR, which
played perfectly well on every other
CD machine I tried. The Sony
player either insisted there was no
disc, being unable to read the Table
of Contents, or read the TOC,
played for afraction of asecond and
then stopped. This may be afeature
of the particular disc, or aweakness
of the SCD777ES, but as this
occurred just before packing the
player off for photography, it was
not possible to investigate further.
All other dual- and single- layer
SACDs and CDs played without
problems.
In my view, SACD via the SCD777ES is a remarkable achievement
and something of a milestone in
domestic sound reproduction —
especially in ' special' mode. I
couldn't help thinking this was what
we had been waiting for since the
introduction of CD, but the reality
of SACD is beyond mere analysis
and must be heard to be
appreciated.

Listening test material
Super Audio Compact Discs included:
Sony Music Sampler [ Columbia/Legacy CSS-42863]
Telarc SACD Sampler SACDP-99-1
Debusy/Fauré/Ravel Piano Trios: The Florestan Trio [ Hyperion SACDA6711]
BluesQuest [ AudioQuest Music AQ-SACD1052]
Mighty Sam McClain: Soul Survivor: The Best of Mighty Sam McClain
[AudioQuest Music AQ-SACD1053]
LPs used for comparison included:
Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue
[Practical Hi Fi Supercut]

up

Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue
waft.
[Absolute Analogue]
Miles Davis: Sketches Of Spain [
Absolute Analogue]
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Compromise

Having said that, buying hi-fi is always a
compromise - the only way to the total truth is to
have the performing artists in your own living
room. Not too easy in most cases. At Sounds Of
Music however, it is our continual aim to
compromise as little as possible as our extensive
ranges will confirm. What you hear in the showroom
does not always offer the same performace at home
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o
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Wilson Benesch

and that is where our superb one months home
trial system and extensive range really comes into
its own.
ProAc

JM Labs

As you can see, this month we have featured a
varied selection of loudspeakers from all over the
world and at all price ranges. We believe that many
of these are capable of producing '
believable'
sounds but this still needs confirming by you in
your own particular environment and on your own
particular hi-fi set up.
We carry one of the largest ranges of specialist
products in the UK, as well as the loudspeakers
featured this month, all being available on our
special trial exchange system and in the comfort of
your own listening environment. Our one months trial exchange system is just fantastic, where else
can you try arange as extensive and have the
assurance that the results will be, as you want
them to be.

Lumley

,••••

Eggleston Works

•

Audio Physics

We specialise in room tuning advice and matching
and balancing acomplete system to your own
particular taste. Our knowledgeable and confident
staff at both our branches are more than qualified
to help you through the ' hi-fi maze'. If you are
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Cabasse

connected, look up our web page for monthly
updates, special offers and second hand bargains.
Our aim at Sounds Of Music is to provide you with
all the best and latest products, all the best news
and technology and the very best sound you can
get for your pound.

ATC

Quad

Buying hi-fi from Sounds Of Music could not be
more simple or successful and we assure you that to
the best of our ability there will be '
no
compromise' either.

Where Else Can You Compare All These Products:
Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Audio Refinement, Apollo, Audbon, Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio
Analogue, Audio Quest, Anthem, A.V.I., A.T.C., Acoustic Energy, Atacama, B.C. Acoustic, Base, Balanced Audio Technologies, Beyerdynamic,
Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, Cabasse, Carfrae Horns, Covergent Audio Technology, Chord, Copland, Cadence, Cable-Talk, Celestion, Copulare,
Clear Audio, Dunlavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston-Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman,
Grado, Hales, Harbeth, Helios, Hovland. Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Lyra, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T., Lavardin, Musical Technology,
Magnum Dynatab, Micromega, Marantz, MVL, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Musical Fidelity, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid,
Parasound. Plinius, Pathos, Project,. Passlabs, Pro-ac, Pink Triangle, Primate, QED, Quad, Rockport, Ret, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Sonic Link,
Soundstyle, Sound Organisation, Sumiko, Straight Wire, Sonic Frontiers, Sonus-Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Teac, Theta, Tannoy,
Totem, Talk Electronics, Thule, Townshend, Transparent, Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison Research, Van Den Hull, Wisdom, Wilson,
Wilson-Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XL0, Yamamura Churchill, YBA, Zingali.

10-12 Chapel Place,

Visit Sateute

Wbeeic at:

tel: 0171 357 8882

tel: 01892 547003 / 616383
fax: 01892 547004

34 Horselydown Lane,
London SE1

Tunbridge Welk, Kent TN1 1Y0
web: ‘v\vw.sounds-of-music.co.uk

fax: 0171 378 8687
(75 yards fnsm Toer Bridge)

CD PLAYERS

T

he new generic case design
that distinguishes the new FMJ
range from the familiar Arcam
Alphas is startling in the flesh. The
light metal chassis and cover are
fronted by a machined aluminium
front panel 8mm thick along the
base which tapers towards the top.
The push buttons are fullymachined, and the standard of fit
and finish, panel graphics and details
like the concealed fixings are as good
as they get at the price. The FMJ
look is slightly understated: one that
should continue to appear fresh for a
long time to come.

DESCRIPTION
'The CD23 player, at £ 1099.90, is
essentially the same internally as the
Arcam Alpha 9, which is the model
that showcases the dCS Ring DAC.
Developed by dCS from military
radar technology, Ring DAC is sold
mainly but not exclusively as a
professional recording processor (the
dCS Elgar D/A converter and
derivatives have been reviewed in
HFNIRR: Dec 1999, April 2000),
and Arcam's involvement was to
help sponsor proprietary silicon that
could be produced economically
enough for domestic players.
The Ring DAC modus operandi
has already been covered in these
pages; suffice it here to say that the
idea was to marry the linearity of
Bitstream with the noise floor and
freedom from idle patterns and other
aharmonic signals associated with
the best multi-bit. This player also
has a Pacific Microsonics PMD100
HDCD digital filter, classy Analogue
Devices op- amps and a four- pole
analogue filter, while generalised
claims include the use of a
sophisticated
power
supply,
including two toroidal transformers
in the FMJ, and anew motherboard.
The mechanism is from Sony. Last
but not least, the FMJ tuner also
gets avibration-damping dual-layer
laminated chassis to improve
structural integrity. The unit
measures 430x85x290mm (whd).
User features include front panel
skip and cue keys, an infra- red
remote control, and afully featured
but attractive display. Other features
include a display dimmer and an
electrical digital output; there's no
headphone socket.

SOUND QUALITY
Following its extended shake-down
period, the original Alpha 9 is now
officially a peach, but the FMJ
version is sweeter still, and it is
without doubt the most improved of
all the products that have made the
transition to the FMJ range. Its
stand- out qualities are its high
resolving power and its organic
IMfI NDYS & RECORD REVIEW
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quality: the way the sound bends
and
moulds
itself
to
the
circumstances — the exact opposite,
if you like, of sounding mechanical
and unbending. In this respect the
CD23 goes part of the way to the
kind of musical presentation that
can sometimes be glimpsed in
early high resolution DVD-A
and SACD players, which
tend to have a sweetness,
subtlety and complexity not
generally associated CDs.
These
comments
should not be taken to
imply that the FMJ
player sounds like the next
generation of high-resolution 24-bit
or equivalent players. It couldn't (it
lacks their resolution), and of course
it doesn't; but there is a superficial
similarity in style if not substance.
This is something that can also be
said of some of the best CD players
from elsewhere, including (to take
an extreme example) the exotic Linn
CD12, which some associated with
the best of vinyl replay. The CD23 is
simply very musical. At around the
£1100 price point, the Arcam is of
course more limited than players like
the CD12, yet it is good enough to
hint at Linn- like virtues, and its
qualities are evenly spread, making it
both an easy and rewarding player to

listen to for long
periods. Perhaps as a
side effect, Ifound it easy
to match into systems of
varying capabilities, and it
always seemed to deliver a
fresh and attractive slant to
familiar recordings.
As far as can be judged,
the CD23 has aneutral and
transparent midband, and it
is difficult to make positive
assertions about the frequency
extremes, beyond pointing out
that they sound very much in
proportion. The bass is lucid,
deep and well controlled, if
slightly lightweight, and the
treble unusually grain- free and
detailed with no hint of brightness.
This last is without doubt an
important reason for its musical
success.
SUPPLIER
Cambndge Ltd
Pembroke
Avenue,
Denny Ind
Centre,
Waterbeach,
Cambtidge,
CBS 9PB.
Tel: 01223
2032'03

The Arcam FMJ CD23 CD player
lets the already superb Alpha 9
show its real potential
by ALVIN GOLD

RILL

CONCLUSIONS
I've searched around for something
negative to say about the CD23 to
give a more balanced spin to this
review, but the reality is that it is an
excellent all-rounder, and the only
perceptible bias Ican identify is one
that favours listenability. The only
player Ihave on hand that sounds
better ( the Krell KAV-250cd,
reviewed this month) costs very
significantly more, and is arguably
not as evenly competent as the
Arcam, though the Krell does bring
a bolder, more solidly architectural
quality to the proceedings, which I
suppose hints at where Arcam might
go next. The new aesthetics are also
a great success, but if you really
want me to dish the dirt, well the
CD23 needs to be left under power
more or less permanently, and if
your interconnects sound granular
or unpleasant, the player does little
to conceal the fact. A bit of a
shocker, Ithink you'll agree.

PIONEER
CDR- 509
With 'bit-for- bit' CD copying
and 'Legato Link' replay, Pioneer's
£300 recorder looks to combine
the bestof both worlds
by MARTIN COLLOMS

N

ot to be outdone by the rash
of CD-R introductions from
Philips over the last year or
two, the company which released
the first consumer type CD
recorder/player is fighting back with
anew £300 model, the CDR 509.
Like the recent Philips designs,
this is distinguished by a so called
'bic -for- bit' copying at the CD
standard 44.1kHz sample rate. This
also enables the correct transcription
of HDCD encoded recordings.
Previous designs, using a clever
universal sample rate converter (to
deal with 32kHz and 48kHz
sampling sources as well as the
44.11tH sample rate of CD), could
not give perfect copies, though in
practice they were reasonably
satisfactory for CD copies. The
error was due to the operation of the
rate converter, which effectively
recalculated
all
the
audio
information regardless of the input
sample rate even if a one-to-one
match was indeed possible. By
adding CD recognition circuitry and
ahot wire switch to the input ' one
to one copying' is now provided and
the CD clones should sound, jitter
permitting, very close to the
originals.
Sticking firmly to the rules, this
Pioneer accepts only proper audiocoded blank CD- Rs; in any case,
these are generally manufactured to
ahigher quality than the ubiquitous
computer- grade disc. That extra
quality should provide more user life
from adisc which is inherently more
fragile than the press- moulded,
34

sealed-in CD originals from
the record shops.
Again matching Philips, and
in contrast to the original
Pioneer deck, the new CDR509
will handle CD-RW discs,
potentially erasable and reusable
1000 times. As Pioneer cautiously
points out, only a percentage of
older generation CD players will
replay CD-RW discs due to the
different optical contrast and
reflectivity when compared with
manufactured CDs. Many new
generation CD players, notably
those from Philips, Pioneer and
Yamaha, have been ' tweaked' to
cope with both types of disc.
While CD-R decks are relatively
uncommon, they now represent the
fastest- growing sector of the CD
player market, and while this
Pioneer carries a small price
premium over the equivalent
Philips, it nevertheless promises
good value for the genre.
The Pioneer will record from any
sampling rate from 10kHz to
59kHz. It also has a digital record
level control covering + 12dB to
-48dB, operational at specific 32,
44.1 and 48kHz sample rates. The
usual record level control is. also
present for analogue sources. Both
record and replay facilities use deltasigma (' one bit' or ' low bit')
converters, and the machine has
digital inputs and outputs in both
RCA (phono) and optical Toslink
formats. Copying restrictions (the
Serial Copy Management System is
built-in) prevent ' daisy chaining'
APRIL 2000
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machines via the digital interface, in
case you should think of making
multiple copies.
In general, Ifound the wide range
of features most useful — including
the good automatic recording and
synchronisation facilities. For CDRW, there are no fewer than five
erase modes: group or multi-track;
TOC ( which jumps back to the
stage before finalisation); plus lasttrack; all- track; and finally, total
erase, which restores a CD-RW to
its new blank condition.
Pioneer describes this recorder as
a 7-Concept' low-jitter design, and
the electronics include a 1Mb DRAM signal buffer to ensure no loss
of recorded signal at the beginning
of atrack. (A CD recorder can take
a fraction of a second to ' start up'
properly.)
There is a headphone terminal
(3.5 mm) with its own level control
for monitoring, while in playback
mode the digital record level control
doubles as a fast, rotary track
selector. The player even includes
display control dimming and mute.
A neat, comprehensive remote
handset complements the generally
thoughtful ergonomic design.

SOUND QUALITY
For this review, the system used
included: Marantz CD63SE CD
player and Philips CDR880 CD
recorder; Arcam Alpha 10 amplifier;
Epos ES12 and Spendor SP2/2
loudspeakers; van den Hul CS122H
and D102 hybrid cables. For
monitoring CD-R quality Ialso used

a Krell KPS25s CD player/control
unit; Krell FPB650m power amps;
Wilson Audio System 6 speakers;
and Transparent XL series cables.
CD recorders offer considerable
versatility, and each facility may
make its own contribution to sound
quality. These aspects include the
analogue-to-digital input to make
CDs from any analogue source.
Then there is the digital signal input
for CD editing and copying, not
forgetting the erasable CD-RW
capability whose different data
structure and optical quality may
well affect the sound. Ineeded to
assess the replay quality of the PDR509 as aCD player, and also on the
quality of the CD-Rs it made. After
all, this unit is primarily a digital
disc recorder.

For CD-RW,
there are no
less than five
erase modes;
group or multitrack, TOC
which jumps
back to the
stage before
finalisation),
plus last-track,
all-track, and
finally total
erase, which
restores aCDRW to its new
blank condition

width, depth and focus were barely
average, while dynamic expression
was muted. Transparency was a•
little poorer than average, as was the
recovery of ambience in superior
recordings. It was also below
average in terms of listener
involvement, rhythm and timing: a
rather down-beat presentation. On
my usual listening-test scoring, a
merit rating of 11 points was
denoted; the top D50—£350 standalone CDPs get 15-18.
In its favour, the ' 509 did beat
equivalent MD recorders on aheadto- head, confirming the greater
resolution of the CD format. CD-Rs
made on it from the digital domain
were essentially indistinguishable
from the originals when played on
the ' 509. CD-RW recordings did
reveal aquality difference, sounding
significantly brighter and harsher,
yet with reduced image depth and
less inherent dynamics, if still
competent; now the score was 12
points.

CD REPLAY
First impressions were of atidy, well
blended sound, easy on the ears and
free from the kind of harshness
which plagued older generations of
low-cost digital replay, if sounding a
little light in character. The bass
lacked some of the weight and
impact of rated stand-alone players;
the treble verged on sweetness,
sounding slightly rolled off, as many
players with Pioneer Legato Link
digital filters tend to. However, the
effect was not severe and many
regard the final result as more
natural than the often brightened
treble of much digital replay.
Essentially competent, the player
section was also felt to be rather
bland; specifics such as soundstage

CD- RQUALITY
Via the analogue input, the CD-R
quality didn't match that of standalone converters such as the
Meridian 607; nor could it be
expected to. The replay score fell to
10.5 points; nevertheless this was
still better than the average cassette
recorder competition, and on afar
superior storage format. There was
no distinguishing quality for the
analogue input; the result was
marginally brighter than straight CD
replay while detail and presence
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CD PLAYERS
took asmall step backwards.

PIONEER CDR- 509

With the ' digital lock' for CDcompatible inputs, Iwas looking

LAB REPORT

forward to accurate transcriptions
from CD on to CD- R. Indeed, in

Ifirst compared the
high resolution

some cases the CD- R can slightly
improve on the original, due to
reduction in disc and reading errors.

spectrum of a
1kHz tone from a

This was not the case with the 509;
the copies were easily distinguishable from the originals in a higherquality system, initially with the
Marantz CD63SE and still more
clearly via the Krell KPS25s.
Using capable TDK XG blanks,
the Pioneer- made CDs sounded
rather like the Pioneer ' 509 itself.
Sure, they sounded better in the
Krell, but that player's known

test CD and from
aPioneer recorded
CD replayed via
the low-jitter T+A
CD1220r player.
Sure enough, the
CD-R copy

Fig I. Pioneer CDR-509: replay spectrum,

Fig 2. Pioneer CDR-509: spuriae resulting

¡kHz full level, on T+1220 CD player

from IkHz tone at - 70dB

showed aclear
incidence of
additional
frequency

attainment on the original disc was
diluted by 20-30% when using the

components
[marked X, Fig 1]
which were not

Pioneer copy.

present before. This

In my view the copies lacked
some of the impact, drive and
expression of the originals, while
timing was degraded, the pace
slowed and the dimensional
qualities of the sound stage
impaired. Both focus and depth
were reduced. In fact, they sounded

certainly could be
an indication as to
why these Pioneer
recorded CD-Rs
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Fig 3. Pioneer CDR-509: high-frequency

Fig 4. Pioneer CDR-509: distortion, digital

intermodulation test, 19kHz120kHz, OdB

gain 10dB

were not fully
convincing.

indicated an actual
distortion at the

nasty sideband
clustering and are

-96dB limit for
16-bit CD

as if the input sample rate converter

Turning to the
replay basics for
the '509, which

at over 1% each,
only -40dB on the
main signal. I

which should have been bypassed in
CD record mode, was not in fact

can more obviously
affect alistening

Fig 2shows the
spectrum-analysed

would avoid using

bypassed. (By the way, Idid check

test, the channel

distortion for a

absolutely

encoding.
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that the source transport sampling

balance was

1kHz tone at

frequency was accurate to lOppm of

-70dB. There

necessary.
Output level

the standard.)

excellent, within
+1-0.05dB

really wasn't any

was significantly

CONCLUSION

throughout, as was

distortion, even at
the noise limit.

above the usual,

was first-rate [see

analogue input had

channel

Fig 5]. There was

asignal-to-noise of

The moderate price is certainly

separation, tending
to 100dB at low

+1.72dB or 2.42V
from afairly high

rypically 85dB

encouraging, and the CD- related
performance, lab and listening tests
were a little better than for the
average MD recorder in this sector.
Iadmired the build and ergonomics
but

found

the

CD

replay

performance disappointingly bland,
rather below the attainment of wellrated £ 200 CD players. Likewise,
the sound via the analogue AID
input was nothing special, though
satisfactory in context.
This brings us to the ' 509's main

and mid
frequencies and
holding to almost
75dB at 20kHz.
Some channel
phase difference
was evident, 71°

system, and is required to make topquality CD- R compilations for
playback

through

high- end

of 1.24k ohm.
Track access was

record level while
the precision

show atrace of
limiting despite a

quite slow for CD

measured level
error at - 90dB

very fine -98.9dB
result for the 1kHz
difference tone; but

at 7seconds, due
to the deck
checking out

Legato Link

loaded access for a

filtering.

distortion seen

given disc was

seen, these better

from analogue

essentially vanishes

faster. Mechanical

than - 100dB. The

sources.

below the base line.

and transformer
noises were low,

There is amild

20kHz, which
may well be
audible. This is
characteristic of
the Legato filter.
The slower stop
band is also
responsible for the

The digital gain
control does have a
moderate effect on
sound quality and
a -10dB tone,
with, in theory,
better than -88dB
worth of individual
harmonics, was
then given some

while error
correction was fine,
clearing a2.4 mm
data gap.
Electrical signal
to noise ratio was
also fine, 108.5dB
unweighted,
112.4dBA and

poorer reading for
'distortion/noise'

gain boost on

IO2.6dB CCIR

record with the

below 20kHz for a

resulting distortion

(1 khz) ARM.
De-emphasis was

20kHz input tone.

spectra shown in
Fig 4.

was fine at -86dB,

This was abit

it is to be sufficient in itself, as a

limited by residual
upper range noise.

shocking since the

combination recorder and player,

distortion

signals were
satisfactorily low

then it is well worth buying.

Selective analysis

components have a

while the linearity

110115.2000

delta-sigma input
converter. It was
satisfactory for
casual recording

Midband distortion

-

channel balance
and low distortion
thanks to the

Negligible spuriae
up to 100kHz were

then set the level a

equipment, then on my evidence it
doesn't make the grade. However, if
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corroborated this,
with an error of less

with asatisfactorily
flat frequency
response, good

was present. Once

at high frequencies,
-1.4IdB by

So, if the PDR-509 is intended to

output impedance

modest 10dB
lower, and the

by 20kHz,
presumably due to

digital recordings from CDs. In my

form part of a more advanced audio

level
intermodulation
result in Fig 3may

no significant error
even at -115dB

than 0.2dB for
both channels.

n9lloff in response

proved to have impaired sound
quality when replayed by high
quality players. Ironically, or
perhaps fortunately, when played in
the PDR-509 itself, they sounded
well enough.

showing linearity error for signals below -60dB

whether aCD,
CD-R or CD-RW

purpose, namely the making of
tests the resulting CD-Rs showed a
tell- tale jitter pattern, and they

Likewise, the full-

Fig 5. Pioneer CDR-509: resolution test,

present and
respectably
accurate. EMC

Test results

considered

Pioneer PDR-509

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)0.01 +0.014 -0.07
Stereo separation ( dB)>99
97.5
74.5
Channel phase
difference (
degrees) 0.04
0.08
71
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
-85.9 -21.5
THD at 10dB - >-85.6
THD at 70dB
>-50
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB -98.9
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB -98.6
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
0.002
0 -1.41
Signai to noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
108.5
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
102.6
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0/0 +0.1/+0.12 -0.22/-0.21
Output level OdB
2.42V (+1.72dB)
Output impedance
1.24k ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz (
dB)
>-100
Track access ( to track 99)
7 secs
Error correction capability
2.4mm gap
Error at -90dB L/R
+0.2/+0.15
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£300
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Spendor
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What's in a name? Spendor's

new baby is certainly redolent of
a certain BBC mini- monitor

by KEN KESSLER

T

here's nothing to suggest
tongue- in- cheekiness
at
Spendor, no tradition of wry
mickey-taking. Spendor is not the
sort of company to issue a speaker
with '-zilla' as its suffix nor release a
system with agrille bearing areptile
print or disguise aspeaker as avase
or a table. But clearly there's a
mischievous soul within the
organisation, a lateral thinker who
came up with a new mini-monitor
just oozing chutzpah. And it starts
with the name. Or maybe the
cabinet.
When a model's nomenclature
features numbers including a ' 3' and
a ' 5' separated by a ` I', and there's

When a
model's
nomenclature
features
numbers
including a ' 3'
and a ' 5'
separated by a
'P, and there's
even an ' S' in
there for good
measure, you
have every right
to assume that
the company
wants to put
you in mind of
the LS3/5A

even an ' S' in there for good
measure, you have every right to
assume that the company wants to
put you in mind of the LS3/5A. And
while Spendor was hardly its most
fervent devotee — that honour will
forever remain with Rogers — the
company did make LS3/5As for
years and can boast as solid and
genuine a BBC- linked heritage as
any brand in the UK. But the S-3/5
has one other not- too- subtle
connection to the greatest minimonitor of all time: its cabinet is,
effectively, an LS3/5A's box rotated
90°, so it's narrow and deep, instead
of wide and shallow. And when you
first lift one out of its shipping

container, you can't help but think
that maybe the clock has been turned
back and KEF has seen the error of
its ways and the prodigal son has
returned.
Closer examination, though,
reveals that this couldn't possibly be
an LS3/5A. The grille, for openers,
floats away from the baffle instead of
fitting flush into aprecisely measured
recess. Remove it and you will see a
Vifa-made 19trun soft dome tweeter,
above aSpendor-made 13Ornm filled
homopolymer woofer. Categorically,
this is not even the wildest stab at
being an LS3/5A surrogate,
dimensions, badge and 3/
5ths of the
name being as far as it goes.
So why am Ibanging on about this
spurious relationship? Because you
can't help feeling that, whatever
Spender's sensible and honest
protestations to the contrary, this
should be a replacement for its
illustrious predecessor, even if it will
never serve, as did the original, as a
BBC nearfield/on-location monitor.
(With Labour-crony Dyke in charge,
we can only expect more Birt-like
destruction of what was this nation's
greatest contribution to global
broadcasting,
media
and
communication.) Worse, there'll be a
teensy part of every LS3/5A owner,
ex-owner and wannabe that needs to
see the vacancy filled. Some of us
want this to be the new LS3/5A.
But dissimilarities continue,
despite an equally hungry 84dB/1W
sensitivity. For openers, the
impedance is 8 ohms, not 15. It's
magnetically shielded, making it
most definitely a child of the home
theatre era. The S-3/5 can handle
70W and go louder than any LS3/5A
I've ever dared to abuse. Bi-wirable
through gilded binding posts, it has a
crossover operating at 4.5kHz and
doesn't use a deceptive hump at
around 125Hz to fool you into
thinking it has bass. Quite obviously,
this speaker has no deep bass at all
MAY MOO
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makes them so damned desirable.
Ever since home theatre created
the need for five speakers where two
once served, there have been so
many terrific small speaker systems
launched to keep the peace that it's
almost too confusing to bear:
Tannoy's R-1, ALR's Entry models,
the Sonus Faber Concertino,
Opera's Operetta — even MartinLogan has downsized. This, of
course, makes the demise of the
LS3/5A all the more daft, that classic
dying just as its time had come. The
S-3/5, though, has an advantage or
three over the LS3/5A: price,
shielding and easier load making a
couple of pairs of these ( plus a
suitable centre-channel) both ideal
that didn't stop me from comparing
and plausible for a typical home
the two.
theatre in cramped quarters. And
Having fooled around with the
cramped quarters are where they
sort of amps to which a speaker in
this price category would be mated, I shine, whether you're talking two
speakers or five. Never would Ihave
quickly grew bored with the sheer
believed that my 12x18ft listening
predictability of it all: this speaker
room could be too big.
loves British solid-state integrateds,
But too big it was for the S-3/5,
50W/ch push-pull tube amps and
which is so bass-light that Ihad to
5x5OW multi-channel Japanese AN
try my hardest to resist hooking up
amps. It is so apt, so ' right' for the
the REL Strata III and stick to the
majority of amplifiers out there that
review sans-subwoofer. Maybe it's
it was in danger of becoming
too many months listening to the
anonymous. So Ishoved the leads
Wilson WATT/Puppy 6 — no, it
into something more telling, more
isn't that at all because the venerable
revealing, more challenging... and
LS3/5A actually seemed richer and
more likely to highlight the
warmer
and
certainly
more
differences ( or
maybe
even
convincing down below, whatever
similarities): the mighty McIntosh
trickery was afoot. And the LS3/5A
MC2000 limited edition tube
is no rafter rattler, either. Anything
behemoth, £ 13k's worth of valve
even
approaching ' majestic'
glory and with asound so sweet and
proportions — the Gloty soundtrack,
seductive that you could stay there
for example — made the S-3/5 seem
for weeks at atime, like nestling inlight in comparison, undernourished
between a pair of Russ Meyer's
and insubstantial when following
preferred-calibre breasts.
bigger speakers. Even in the
company of other like-sized, modern
IT TOOK THREE SECONDS...
designs, the S-3/5 would hardly be
SME's sublime Model 10 turntable
the choice for bass fetishists, no
and Series V arm with Lyra
matter how small their digs.
cartridge, the Marantz CD- 12 CD
However..,
after
growing
player and the Musical Fidelity Nuaccustomed to abass-shy sound, the
Vista pre-amp completed the system,
all hooked up with Kimber select.
ears start appreciating other things
about the S-3/5s that make the tradeThe Spendors were mounted on
offs acceptable. This will prove
24in tall Partingtons, spiked below
problematic if you audition the
and Blu-tacked above. And it took
speakers in a shop, where you are
about three-second's worth of Willy
offered a mere burst. Ifound that
DeVille's ' Assassin Of Love' to
they started to grow on me after a
determine ( 1) that these babies need
Sonus Faber levels of toe- in, the
day's worth of intense scrutiny. The
midband, while lacking the warmth
baffles angled so that they face
of the LS3/5A or the Concertino, is
directly at the listener, and ( 2) that
uncoloured, clear and life-like; this
they work best no more than 3m
speaker simply cossets female vocals,
from the listener. Oh, and another
be they Alison Krauss's country
thing: the lack of bass will drive you
warbling or Cher's contralto. And
up the wall in any room greater than,
fed a dose of the Judds — whew,
say, 3x4m. At the same time, these
these speakers could have been made
speakers grow honky and congested
in Nashville. Only for fitting in the
if positioned too close to any walls,
back of a pick-up truck, not filling
quickly making your mind up for
the ' Opry.
you: don't attempt to reinforce the
For those who adore electrostatics
bass with these by placing them near
and other disappearing panels, the Sto the walls unless you want to
3/5 does a magnificent job of
sacrifice the very openness which

and makes no attempts to convince
you otherwise; Spendor states
70Hz-20kHz (+/- 2dB). If ever a
speaker screamed for a subwoofer,
the S-3/5 is it.
Its 305x165x18Ornm (hwd) sealed
enclosure arrived with alight cherry
finish, but you can opt for rosewood,
burr walnut or bird's eye maple. It
looks too modern to be confused
with its 25-year-old sibling (not 30plus as another magazine would have
you believe). Each weighs 4.7kg, and
apair — matched to within ldB —
will set you back an un-LS3/5A-like
£499. The speaker is too unfussy,
too easy to match, too easy to site,
too easy to use to be an LS3/5A. But
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Ever since
'home theatre
created the
beed for five
speakers
where two
once served,
there have
been so many
terrific small
speaker
systems
l
aunched to
keep the peace
that it's almost
too confusing
to bear:
Tannoy's R-1,
ALR's Entry
models, the
Sonus Faber
Concertino,
Opera's
Operetta -

even Martin Logan has
downsized
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vanishing, its sound emanating to the
sides and above and below, and
there's no hot seat to worry about
except for the ultra-critical listener
who will find them optimised at the
point of an equilateral triangle. The
tight, small enclosure adds no
colorations which Icould detect, so
maybe alikeness to the LS3/5A isn't
totally far-fetched. What it seems to
offer above (or in contrast to) the
LS3/5A are sharper, more extended
treble and faster transient recovery.
Again, this speaker sounds so far
removed from 1975 that the
comparisons have to stop. They are,
after all, unlikely to be fair or
untainted by prejudice because this
speaker is too new to have anostalgia
quotient, or the feeling of being an
old friend, or the kind of reputation
that transcends price categories and
regional tastes.
So maybe Spendor was being abit
sneaky if not self-defeating in calling
this the S-3/5, using a similar box
and doing little to discourage
comparisons: it's a great minimonitor regardless of what they
called it. But an LS3/5A it most
certainly is not. And for anyone who
likes their music loud, lives in
compact quarters, wants asystem to
share A/V duties, needs a speaker
that won't hassle the amplifiers nor
blow up with ease, well, Isuppose
you could call this progress because
it manages things that the BBC
monitor simply could not do. Ever.
Not even with asub-woofer.
And if Spendor hadn't called it the
S-3/5, this review would have had a
different tone, with less whining,
apologising and moaning one's lost
youth. In fact, it would have been an
absolute rave. The speaker is
beautifully assembled, sensibly
priced, almost universal in its
unfussiness ( but valves make it
shine...), refined to the point of
gentility and so easy to set up with a
subwoofer that Spendor really ought
to produce a dedicated model
quickly, if it doesn't want to appear
to be subsidising REL. If you can
forget that the LS3/5A ever existed
— easy if you're under 25 — then
you're gonna think this is the best
compact device since the Canon Ixus
camera. Yup, it's that cool.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
8ohms nominal
Impedance
19mm soft dome, ferrofiuid cooled
HF drive unit
130mm polypropylene cone 25mm coil
LF drive unit
84dB for 1watt at 1metre
Sensitivity
4.5kHz
Crossover point
70Hz - 20kHz, +/- 2dB
Frequent response
within ldB
Pair matching
70 watts
Power handling
305x165x180mm
Dimensions ( hwci)
4.7kg
Weight
1
1111111111i-
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ery different from Arcam's
DAB tuner, the Technics
model offers facilities for
receiving DAB, FM, and even
medium- wave AM broadcasts. I
assume that MW has been included
mainly to permit reception of
continental stations, although I
suspect that these might one day be
available on DAB.
The £500 ST-GT1000 has areal
bevy of controls on the front panel,
including a normal mains on/off
switch at the lefthand end, and, to
its right, a series of LEDs for
indicating various modes. Three
buttons are provided to select
DAB, FM and AM/MW. One mini
click rotating knob changes the
received preset station, and a
second one is provided to choose
station programme type, for
example, speech, classical music,
rock, etc. This allows you to ignore
stations in which you have no
interest.
To the right are two large
concentric knobs, the rear ( outer)
one being for switching to the
previous or next station within an
ensemble, whilst the front (inner)
one varies the received ensemble.
At the time of writing this, in
January 2000, there are just two
ensembles working, the other two

having been through tests, and are
This Technics
now temporarily switched off. I model offers
facilities for
understand that they should be
receiving DAB,
switched on again, with a good
FM, and
selection of commercial stations,
even mediumaround the beginning of May.
A further series of buttons,
wave AM
revealed by opening a lid at the
broadcasts
bottom of the front panel, control
many functions, including the
menu (which covers announcement
type, station type, programme type)
frequency step, and display mode.
This mode switches the display
from just station name, name and
ensemble, to rolling text as received
from the transmitting DAB station.
There are also buttons to enter
selections, vary the menu, and 'plus
or minus'.
The tuner has some superb
memory functions, which Ifound
very easy to use. There is the
facility to store all receivable DAB
stations, by selecting auto memory.

Technics offers the most affordable
access to Digital Audio Broadcasting
so far, with its ST-GT1000 tuner
by ANGUS MCKENZIE, MBE

This provides some 49 channels, if
required, for DAB. A further 29
memory locations can be used for
holding FM stations, and an
additional 19 Medium Wave
stations can also be memorised. It
is easy to enter your choice of
stations in the preset memories,
rather than memorising automatically.
Manual
selection
requires you to first select the
required station, then press
memory, and after selecting the
wanted channel number for it, you
simply press ' 1k/tern' again.
In this way, Iprogrammed in my
favourite stations from 1to 9. Ihad
first allowed the tuner to find all
stations automatically, but in order
to get the BBC stations after
memorising, I'd had to invoke a 10plus button, then put in numbers
from 16 to 21. In my case these
included BBC Radio 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and World Service.
Compared with the Arcam tuner,
there is a major difference here in
the way that secondary stations are
chosen. In the Arcam, for example,
Radio 4 ' LW' is treated as a
separate station, whilst on the
Technics, it
is treated as a
secondary station on the same
chosen memory channel, requiring
the user to press asecondary cyclic
button on either the front panel, or
on the remote control, to engage it.
Iprefer this method, but this is very
much a personal choice. There is
one button with which you have to
be very careful, as depressing it
removes stored preset stations!

REMOTE CONTROL
The remote control links with the
main tuner using an infra- red
sensor. Ihad aproblem with this at
first, as Ihad placed the tuner near
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a corner of my music room, and
not too near any speakers, so it was
not at all easy to locate in position
when pointing the control at it.
This is because, as regular readers
will know, Iam blind. Itended at
first to wave the thing around in the
air until something happened, but
eventually Ifound the precise angle
required as one which was slightly
right- hand- down- a-bit from the
left-hand Quad ESL63. This
showed quite conclusively that the
dispersion angle of the remote was
rather narrow, and the reception
angle of the tuner's sensor was also
narrow. This could be a little
annoying for some, but Ifeel sure
that the problem is just one that is
awkward fin- me!
Across the top of the remote are
four buttons, for On/Off, DAB, FM
and MW/AM. Below this is a
matrix giving numbers from 1to 0,
with additional buttons for selecting
channel
numbers
above
9,
memorising stations, selecting autotune, primary or secondary station,
menu, display, etc. Inoted that
changeover from DAB to FM was
quite quick, allowing the user to
choose between DAB and FM and
to compare sound quality most
conveniently. This showed that
these two high-quality modes were
reasonably similar, the differences
being smaller than I'd noted for the
Arcam ( digital) versus the Revox
(FM). The gain provided for the
two main modes was amazingly
equal, but there was less dynamic
compression on DAB. As with the
Arcam, DAB is received with a
delay of one second, awkward for
the time pips. The BBC told me
recently that they cannot do
anything about this.
REAR PANEL AND ANTENNA
Whilst terminals and a simple loop
AM antenna are fitted for
MW/AM, the FM input is on a
normal male co-ax plug, known as
aBelling Lee co-ax. This requires a
female plug on the end of the
antenna cable, opposite to that of
some tuners, but to the new
standard. However, the DAB one is
the dreaded ` F' connector, often
used in the past by Technics for
FM inputs. Ihave astrong personal
dislike for this socket, as it is not
easy to obtain an extra plug for it. It
is also awkward to solder, and has
always seemed to me to be rather
flimsy.
The main audio outputs are on
the usual phono sockets, just one
pair of these, and also there is a
digital bitstream, compatible with
DAT and recordable CD players,
for use with afibre-optic cable via a
standard TosLink connector. There
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is also a data socket, but
this is not configured as yet.
INITIAL TESTS
\\ hen Ifirst used the Arcam digital
Whilst
tuner, I tried the wire dipole
terminals and
supplied with it, and could not find
a simple loop
any satisfactory position that would
AM antenna
give an acceptable signal, the best
are fitted for
reception being littered with
MW/AM, the
burbles and bleeps. However, on
FM input is
trying the Triax dipole indoors in
on a normal
my music room with the Technics,
Idid find aposition that worked. I male coax
plug, known
was rather surprised with this, for it
as a Belling
clearly showed that the Technics
Lee coax.
has a superior signal sensitivity or
This requires
digital circuitry to that of the
afemale plug
Arcam. Ithought that the fairest
on the end of
way to check this, as it is an
the antenna
important comparison, was to
cable, opposite
check the Triax on each of the
to that of
tuners in turn. Ihave to report that
many tuners,
the Technics won hands down, but
that is not the end of the story. I but to the
new standard
informed Arcarn about this, and
they suggested changing my
purchased review model for one
from the latest production.
They did this just before
Christmas, after carrying out the
same test with me, and then
comparing old with new. The new
Arcam was far superior to the old
one, and, interestingly, the Viterbi
error counts were almost always
zero, on my external antennas, both
the discone and the five-element
Triax. (The latter had replaced the
original seven-element Antiference
in the hope that it would be
improved, but there was virtually
no difference between the two
antennas.) Applying attenuators to
each of the aerial inputs, Ireached
the conclusion that Arcam had

noticeably improved
the RF sensitivity of its
tuner, but the Technics was
slightly better still. At the time
of writing, Ihave had both the
Arcam and Technics tuners on line
for a month or so, and both are
superb. If there is a difference, I
suspect that the Arcam sounded a
trifle smoother, but it is difficult to
be sure of this.
There is more to it than a
suspected quality difference,
though. Ifound the ergonomics of
the Technics far superior to the
Arcam's, as Ihave to admit that I
strongly disliked the lack of audible
clues when moving the tuning knob
of the Arcam, whilst moving the
tuned frequency of the Technics
immediately resulted in achange of
programme.
As already mentioned, at the
moment there are only two
ensembles functioning, Digital
One, and the BBC network. On the
Technics,
you
may change
ensemble with the inner click steps,
or with two up or down buttons on
the remote. Turning the outer
control, behind the inner one,
allows you to switch between
stations in the same ensemble.
You can also do this with two
more buttons on the remote. But
you may also put any stations into
memory, either automatically, or
manually. If you do it on auto, you
have to accept the order in which
the tuner places them, which can be
inconvenient. I prefer to do it
manually, as this is acinch anyway,
and then you may use the little
preset rotary on the main front
panel, or with numbered preset
buttons on the remote, or with
preset up and down buttons, also
on the remote. This gives
tremendous flexibility for operation,
and Ifound this very convenient.
During the day, several stations
sometimes split their outputs
between wavelengths, for example,
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LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor £ 4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor £3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier £ 14,495.00
No.334 dual mono 125w power amplifier £5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336 dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00
No.383
integrated amplifier
Arriving...

ÉPROCEE17
Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed PMDT DVD Transport
Proceed AMP5 five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,700.00
£5,495.00
£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockvvare Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972
vvww.opalco.uk

fax 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jaseopal.co.uk

DIGITAL TUNERS
Radio 4 (on FM or LW) carrying
normal Radio 4 on one channel,
and sports or parliament on the
other. On the Technics, you may
switch to either with a button,
duplicated on the remote, called
secondary. Capital Radio splits
between the main station and
Capital Gold, whilst BBC Radio 5
and LBC split their output quite
frequently. It was so convenient to
have the two alternatives bracketed
together, so to speak, whilst on the
Arcam, one had to fiddle with the
tuning wheel, then engage the
required secondary by pushing a
button as well.
I would mention here that
despite the instruction manual
being to agood standard, there was
a glaring error in the mention that
polarisation of DAB is horizontal.
No, it isn't! One of the main points
about DAB is its performance in
mobile applications. The BBC
chaps demonstrated their car
system by driving me from home to
Broadcasting House and then back
later. Ihave never heard such good
mobile reception, both for quality
and reliability.

may be that of NICAM stereo.
Ihave heard it suggested that
music such as harpsichord may well
show some of the deficiencies. I
should add though that if you have
to listen very hard indeed to much
material before hearing a definite
artefact of DAB, then the existing
system must be pretty good. The
Technics did clearly show the much
improved noise floor of DAB over
FM, and I again noticed the
apparent greater clarity of the
digital reproduction. Iwas not quite
so struck with the very lowest bass
frequencies from the Technics as I
had been with the Arcam. This
might have been the absence of any
really low frequencies on the
programmes that were transmitted
during my trials.

BACK TO ANALOGUE

On FM, one uses the inner rotation
click-step knob for tuning up and
down the band, the outer knob
having no effect. Similarly, the up
and down tuning buttons on the
remote also allow band tuning. You
may use the remote to tune by
preset button, or by using the up
and down keys. The performance
of the FM section was most
AUDIO PERFORMANCE
satisfactory, and gives this tuner
Whilst in general Ipreferred DAB
much flexibility. MW reception was
to FM, Ihad heard that certain
material did show up the loss of fair, bandwidth being so limited,
information that results from the
both transmitted and received. I
can well remember that in the
digital compression. This would
1950s, MW seemed so much better
seem to be close to that of
than it is now, no doubt helped by
MiniDisc, around 5:1 compression.
Iagain tried the cancellation test I the fact that there were far fewer
used on the Arcam, and achieved
stations cluttering up the band.
the same tendency to producing
Itried recording direct to DAT
and CD- R and the recordings
burbling in the out-of-phase signal.
seemed identical to the original. It
It is quite clear that DAB is
losing information, even at 192kb/s,
was most useful to use the fibreand the original plea for a higher
optic connection, but this only
worked to DAT at its 48kHz
rate, ignored because of economics,
sampling frequency. Otherwise, it
might have resulted in a more
was necessary to make an analogue
secure choice. But it is not likely to
interconnection to the recorder
change now [ although the DAB
with phono leads, but here the
spec does allow data-rates up to
384kbps — Tech Ed], so the best
Arcam had the advantage, as the
quality of transmitted digital audio
analogue outs are duplicated.
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If you have to
listen very
hard indeed to
much material
before hearing
a definite
artefact of
DAB, then the
existing
system must
be pretty good

SUPPLIER
Technics/
Panasonic
UK Ltd,
Panasonic House,
Willoughby Road
Bracknell,
Berks,
RGI2 4PF.
Tel: 01344
862444

CONCLUSION
Choosing between the Arcam and
the Technics is certainly not a
simple matter of cost. If you don't
require the engineering mode
facilities of the Arcam, it gets
simpler. But ultimately, the sound
quality difference between the two
tuners is marginal, so in this case, I
have to recommend the Technics,
as it is some £300 cheaper.
The fact that the Technics also
includes agood FM tuner is amost
useful bonus. (Icannot believe that
anyone would want the optional
dynamically- compressed signal
available with the Arcam, as surely,
static listeners at home would want
the full dynamic range!) Both
displays are good, but the Arcam
only has seven presets, abad snag
against the enormous number
available on the Technics. I
wouldn't mind so much about this,
if the Arcam's tuning wheel tuned
the audio in immediately; but this
requirement of mine is partly
exaggerated by my own disability
of blindness. The Technics omits a
headphone socket, a pity, as there
is only one pair of audio outputs.
The Arcam not only has a
headphone
socket,
but
a
headphone volume control.
Since the change in the Arcam, I
have not heard any burbles, blips,
or other baddies creeping in, either
on the Arcam or the Technics. I
have tried both the outside
antennas on both tuners, and now
there is no discernible difference.
Ifeel sure that the greatly lower
price of the Technics will help it
become a great seller. It should
help put DAB on the map. But, I
suspect that the Arcam will
continue to be bought by the
enthusiasts concerned with both its
engineering facilities, and its
possible further improved sound
quality at its best. You may feel that
the Arcam also has the nicer
appearance, the Technics front
panel being just alittle cluttered. +
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Recording and editing
digital audio is only
the beginning with
this powerful and
portable combination
by ANDREW HARRISON

PE

K

into digital audio

W

ith the availability of
faster and cheaper
microprocessors
on
desktop personal computers, the
power to manipulate digital audio
has never been made easier. Given
this power, we can record live music
or create transcriptions from legacy
analogue
recordings —
for
remastering or archiving onto a
relatively durable medium like a
CD- R disc. And once transferred
44.

into the digital domain, it also
becomes possible to ' tidy' the sound
before archiving, by removing pops
and clicks, reducing tape hiss and
mains hum, and even re-equalising
tonally-unbalanced recordings. For
the audiophile, this means tired old
78s, LPs and singles can be
recorded to hard disk, and restored
with various proprietary software.
But desktop systems are now
being rivalled by portable processors

Desktop
systems are
now being
rivalled by
portable
processors in
the shape of
the laptop
computer

in the shape of the laptop computer.
Also known as notebooks, or as seen
here from Apple, the PowerBook,
these computers have comparable
processor speeds — and RAM and
hard-disk capacity — and are ideal
for sharing a powerful computer
between different locations, simply
by folding up and carrying with you.
Prices are higher than a desktop
machine, but the facility to carry the
job around, from location to
MAY 2000
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location, should not be underestimated. Unfortunately, until
recently at least, multimedia users
were denied the power of the
portable because of unsatisfactory
input/output (110) facilities. This is
changing now with the widespread
introduction of Firewire ( known
variously as iLink or IEEE1394), and
now with the availability of a new
audio PC card for notebooks. The
Digigram VXpocket turns any G3
PowerBook or similarly specified PC
laptop into a portable recording or
remastering studio. All you need is
some versatile editing software, like
BIAS Peak which is reviewed here.
California- based BIAS Inc
(Berkeley
Integrated
Audio
Software) makes software for audio
engineers and musicians. Peak is its
best-selling product, a two-channel
audio editing application for the
digital recording and editing of
stereo sound direct to hard disk.
Digigram is a French company
specialising in digital sound cards,
with a range of input/output cards
for professional audio and broadcast
use. It is the only company in the
world that makes a PC card for
analogue and digital audio I/0 with
a notebook computer. Linking the
card and the software is the Apple
professional laptop computer, the
PowerBook G3 Series ( 1999
edition, 400MHz), which remains
one of the fastest notebook
computers ever made and is ideal
for audio and video work.
The starting point for digital
editing, the VXpocket, is a 24-bit
A/D and DIA converter, offering full
duplex ( independent
and
simultaneous I/0) capability. It uses
a custom wiring loom to interface
with the world, bearing two pairs of
balanced XLR connectors for
analogue in and out, at either line or
mic level, and a pair of RCA-style
phono line sockets for S/PDIF in
and out. Once in the digital domain,
the VXpocket supports sample
frequencies of 8, 11.025, 16, 22.05,
24, 32, 44.1 or 48kHz. For quality
audio use, it will be set to 44.1kHz
for CD-related work, and 48kHz for
other uses. Unfortunately, higher
sample
frequencies
are not
supported by the card's hardware,
although it can support bit depths
up to 24- bit. The necessary
Macintosh drivers for 24-bit use are
still under development by
Digigram; however the VXpocket
will already work with Wintel
notebooks at 24-bit capability.
All this I/O comes in a
diminuitive
Type
II
card
52x5x85mm (whd), designed to fit
the standard PC card ( formerly
known as PCMCIA) slot of most
modern notebooks.
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TAKE A PEAK
Once audio data is imported, it can
be subject to non-destructive
editing by BIAS Peak. This twochannel editing suite — the
company also sells apackage called
Deck for multitrack work —
provides a graphical representation
of the waveform on-screen. Across
the top is a toolbar with regularly
used tools such as Zoom in and
out, Fade in and out, Cut, Copy
and Paste, plus transport controls
like Play, Pause and Record. The
main window carries an overview of
the entire audio file at the top,
while below is a magnifed blow-up
of the current playing position.
The facilities available are very
comprehensive, too many to detail
here, but the essentials include the

ability to cut and re-assemble audio
files seamlessly; change pitch
without changing duration or viceversa; change sample frequency;
and then use ahost of in-built DSP
(Digital Signal Processing) plugins. These include creative effects
like convolution and phase
vocoding, but for audio restoration
work there are some effects that
will be of especial interest. These
include Repair Clicks, and Remove
DC Offset. The latter is a simple
operation selected from the DSP
menu. Repair Clicks, however, has
more control over its parameters.
The threshold for detection can be
altered, as well as the number of
samples to be examined each time.
Clicks can be found and repaired
automatically, or selected one by

`Repair Clicks' allews automatic ('Repair All") or manual selection of suspect clicks. The threshold for detection and amount
of smoothing can be adjusted according to taste
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"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even mom eamazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " — What Hi•Fi?

DIGITAL AUDIO
one, with a function to audition
any click before or after repair. For
stubborn clicks and glitches, apen
tool allows you to draw in asmooth
link over rough spikes.
But there is more to restoring
audio than removing the occasional
spike and click. For recordings
where crackles or tape hiss persist,
third- party extras are available;
Peak can use Adobe Premiere plugins, and others dedicated to audio
restoration.
These
include
Arboretum Systems Ionizer and
RayGun (
www.arboretum.com); this
type of restoration will be the
subject of alater feature.

VX Control

Dig gram
Available VX boards

Information about selected board
VXpocket

4 ''

1VXpocket
Digital Output

07; Consumer

Where: PC Card

0 Profess ional

Frequency: 44 1kHz
Input:

2 Fix
-10 db

IN USE
In use, the Digigram card installed
simply by pushing into the card slot
on the PowerBook's side. The latest
driver ( v2.3.3) was downloaded
from the company's website
(www.digigram.com), and this is
configurable within the Mac OS
Control Panels (see above right).
BIAS Peak can be a little more
difficult to install. It traditionally
used a floppy disk to authorise the
hard- drive before the program
would start for the first time, but
with the disappearance of floppy
drives from new Apple Macs, this
procedure has been replaced by a
challenge- and- response
authorisation process, which
requires an e-mail to be sent to
BIAS Support. Iused the latest
version, Peak 2.10 TDM, to record
material from LP records. The
unbalanced tape output from a
Chord CPA3200 was hooked to the
VXPocket via some Neutrik RCAXLR adaptors, and samples of less-

r-

Serial Number: 9420890

j

Line level

analog output gain

o

+10

dti

D Fix

input gain ( Odb)

[1] Monitoring

Digigram IWPocket control panel allows adjustment of input s,mree

fie, Line level or Dtleital), sample frequency, and

basic output gain control

than-perfect vinyl were recorded to
the PowerBook's internal 6GB
drive.
The results sounded
satisfactory for a 16-bit/44.1kHz
system, and a combination of
automatic and manual selection
allowed me to remove most of the
clicks from aged vinyl pressings.
The resulting file can then be
committed
to
CD- R using
something like Adaptec Toast, Jam,
or for PC users, Easy CD Creator.
Heat was an issue with the
system: with the VXpocket card and
192MB of RAM fitted, processor
temperature would often exceed
100°C, and the card would feel too
hot to touch. At this point the
PowerBook's internal fan switches
on. Not a catastophic problem, but
worth watching.
In terms of software glitches, the
VXPocket panel lacks true input
gain control and 24-bit support in
its Mac version. It is not compatible
with Apple CD or DVD Player and
occasionally required a restart to
switch from Built-in to VXpocket
audio control in the PowerBook,
hut otherwise proved easy to use.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
BIAS and
Digigram
SCV London
6-24 Southgate
Road,
London NI .37.7
Tel: 020 7923
1892
mat).
corn
tem. digigram . corn
tunny. scvlondon. co. uk

Apple UK
Tel: 0870 600
6010
www.apple.com uk

The Digigram VXpocket is not
cheap at £ 511, but it is one of the
only viable solutions for audio
processing
on
a portable
computer. And thanks to its
S/PDIF interface, high-end DACs
and ADCs are an option.
An even costlier option is made
by Magma (www.magma.com),
and uses a external box to hold
desktop PCI cards or additional
hard- disks, for connection to
previous-generation (` Wallstreet')
PowerBooks
through
their
expansion bay bus.
BIAS Peak, priced at £ 225 —
and comparable to Cool Edit Pro
used by KH in this month's Lossy
Compression study — is a neat
digital stereo suite that can form
the hub of astereo editing suite; a
light version is also available for
£75 with some features absent.
Overall, this Apple/BIAS/
Digigram system can be seen as a
great starting point for apowerful
mastering and editing suite. Now
audio
professionals
and
enthusiasts can keep mobile.
4
-

APPLE POWERBOOK AT WORK
THE PowerBook used here was a 1999 ' Lombard' model, using aG3 PPC processor running at
400MHz with 1MB Level 2backside cache (to accelerate data transfer between processor and
RAM). The latest 500MHz model, with its increased bus speed, should further increase
performance, speeding up processor- intensive number- crunching work such as Sample Rate
conversion and other DSP work that can take several minutes for large ( 100MB+) files. The
Digigram card itself is compatible with any new Apple PowerBook, back to the 3400 model,
running at least Mac OS 8. It will not work with older models like the 1400.
Like most multimedia software, Peak requires as much RAM as possible; 32MB is aminimum,

Before (upper picture) and after de-clicking,
using Peak's Repair Clicks function
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and this should be physical memory as opposed to virtual ( disk) memory. Its requirements are
otherwise relatively modest: System 7.1 or later, QuickTime 3.0 or later and ahard drive with
18ms average seek time. To further optimise performance of this system, apared- down extension
set can be created, with hidden processes such as Time Synchroniser and Control Strip, disabled.
Additionally, Energy Saver functions, such as Reduce Processor Speed (which usefully ' throttles
back' to 100MHz to conserve batteries) and Processor Cycling should be switched off.

R

and
C

reek Audio made its first
amplifier, the 4040, in 1982,
followed ayear later by avery
highly-regarded tuner. In 1988, the
company became a subsidiary of
Mordaunt-Short, but in 1993, Mike
Creek, with Swiss and American
support, bought back the brand he
had founded. Since then, the Creek
range has expanded to include pre
/power and integrated amplifiers, CD
players and tuners.
Under examination here are the
P43R remote- control pre- amp and
the A52SE power amplifier (£ 350
and £ 599 respectively). Looking at
the P43R first, the slim 420x60x
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From Creek Audio comes a
characteristically affordable
high-performance pre- and power
amplifier, with room for expansion
by TONY BOLTON

Below: inside the
A52SE powrt amp

230mm aluminium case sports
Creek's usual black finish, the
controls clearly labelled in green
lettering and operating with a
reassuring solidity. On the left are the
Listera and Record selector knobs,
each with six settings: two tape loops
and four line-level inputs, labelled as
Tape 1and 2, Aux, CD, Tuner and
AV. The Aux input can be adapted
to accept aphono cartridge by
installing an additional
circuit board. There are
four to choose from: the
standard m- m at £ 49 and,
at £ 79, the special m- m,
which uses higher quality
components; a standard card
for moving- coils for £ 59; and a
high- sensitivity version for £ 79.
The standard versions were used
during this review. Continuing

U

along the fascia we come to the
balance control, followed by a
headphones socket, volume control,
and finally the on/off button.
Moving to the back, there are rows
of gold-plated phono sockets,
sensibly spaced to accept bulky
plugs, with the labelling running
vertically downwards. This makes life
easier when changing inputs: a nice
touch. In the middle are three pairs
of output phono sockets which allow
for some customising.
Output
I win
accept
a
'Headphone/Line Output Module'
(£79), which produces 6dB of gain
to enable the use of most
headphones.
including
lowimpedance types. Outputs 2 and 3
can be linked through a ' Bridging
Output Module' (again, £ 79) which
provides a balanced output for two
power amps running in bridgedmono mode. At the far left of the
back plate is the input socket for the
OBI-1-2 power supply which comes
with the unit. The P43R, like its
cheaper, non- remote controlled
sibling, the P43, will work as a
passive pre- amp if only line- level
functions are required. But if a
phono stage,
the
on- board
headphones jack or indeed the
remote control are to be used, then
the mains supply is essential.
MAY 2000
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AMPLIFIERS
moving- magnet cartridges, and
moving- coils in the form of an
Ortofon MC25FL and a
Linn Troika. These
were mounted
on a Thorens
TD 160B/IIplus-Project 9.2
combo, as well as
a recently acquired
LP12/Ittok LVII, and
a visiting
LP12/
Lingo / ARO set-up.
Interconnects used were
from van den Hul, The
Chord Company, Sonic Link,
DNM and Straight Wire.
Speaker cable came in the form of
Sonic Link S300, DNM Reson, and
Ecosse Reference Monocrystal.
Although the amps worked well
with most cables, they had adefinite
affinity with DNM interconnects and
speaker cable, as well as Chord
Company Interconnects and Ecosse
speaker lead. It's not that other
cables sounded poor, just that these
gave the most balanced and effortless
sound. Loudspeakers included AR
Status S20, Heybrook Heylette —
both using Apollo 24in sand- filled
stands — Acoustic Energy AE120,
(not the best combination: the
speakers sounded a little too
unemotional with the Creek amps),
Kelly KT3 and briefly, a pair of
Quad ESLs. The pre-amp was run in
both passive and active modes, and,
with the addition of asecond A52SF
In ' Dual- Mono' bridged mode.
After trying so many permutations,
there
were
certain
sonic
characteristics that stood out quite
clearly. As acombination, the overall
effect was of a very clean, wellseparated sound that appeared to
cover the frequency range quite
effortlessly. The bass was fast, and
when required, for example ' Towers
of Dub', UFOff - The Best of The Orb
[Island Records], it could go very
deep without becoming a rumbly
mess. Even in the £ 1000 bracket this
is not a foregone accomplishment.
And when running in dual- mono biamp, with the potential of a
whopping 260 watts per stereo
channel on tap, the bass didn't quite
become seismic, but it certainly blew
some dust out of the KT3 reflex
ports! Whichever amplification
arrangement was in use the sound
retained a balanced feel: the bass
didn't become overpowering; the
SOUND QUALITY
midrange didn't step out and hit you;
The technical spec looked impressive
and higher frequencies refrained
on paper; to find out what it all
sounded like, Itried the Creek amps
from any shrillness unless provoked
with ahost of equipment including a unduly by the source. Put simply, it
TEAC VRDS IOSE CD player,
was easy to listen to (without being
Nakamichi DRIO cassette deck, and
soft focus ' easy listening') because
Sony MDS-JE555ES MiniDisc
the music was presented in a clear,
unforced manner which, dependent
player. It also took sound from
on the genre being played, could
Clearaudio, DNM and Grado

The A52SE comes in a matching
case, which differs principally in
being 50mm deeper. It weighs a lot
more at 11 kg, this being due in part
to two toroidal transformers ( the
humbler 70W A52 model makes do
with just one) which help drive the
output to 80W/ch into 8ohms.
There are two sets of speaker
binding posts, which allow banana
plugs to be inserted through the
binding holes and then clamped
tight, but unfortunately there are no
conventional 4mm end-holes [
thanks
to the EC - Ed]. Set between these
terminals are four pairs of phono
input sockets, labelled 1and 2, left
and right. These allow a variety of
amplification
combinations,
including daisy-chaining for bi- and
tri-amping. Mains power enters via
an LEC socket set at the opposite
side, enabling power and signal leads
to be conveniently separated.
At the front are two rotary knobs.
One selects speaker set A, B, or both,
whilst the left is labelled Tuning.
This control alters the low- frequency
roll- off of the amp, and allows the
user to tune the amount of the
extreme bass to match the
speaker/room requirements. The
handbook advises that this control
'will not produce a dramatic effect,
as
it
only
alters sub- sonic
frequencies', and its use was not
perceptible to many casual listeners:
others firmly declared a sense a
change, but the effect was subtle.
Internals consist of the two
transforme'rs, large heatsinks and a
loaded PCB. This includes a
cascaded J-FET differential input
stage, with a proprietary MOSFET
voltage amp. This powers a phasesplitting ' P- Channel' MOSFET
which in turn drives four ' high
efficiency'
30A ' N- Channel'
MOSFET power transistors, in what
is described as a ' totem pole'
arrangement. It is claimed that this
configuration can handle twice the
power dissipation, while maintaining
the linearity of a single device. On
paper, the maker's specifications
claim 80W/ch into 8 ohms, with a
THD of < 0.05%, 20Hz-20kHz.
Frequency response is given as 3Hz
to 25 kHz - 1dB, signal-to-noise ratio
>105dB, and separation > 80dB at
lkHz; Maximum output current is
stated to he > 30A RMS.
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Whichever
amplification
arrangement
was in use
the sound
retained a
balanced feel:
the bass
didn't become
overpowering;
the midrange
didn't step
out and hit
you; and
higher
frequencies
refrained
from any
shrillness

SUPPLIER
Creek Audio Ltd.
2Bellevue Roar!
Eden? Barnet,
London
Nil 3ES
Tel: 0208-361
1133

variously totally relax or encourage
loud singing and endless amounts of
foot- tapping! Performances such as
Callas's ` Habanera' from Carmen
[EMI] had an intimacy that allowed
immersion in the music, rather than
analysing the sound.
There is very often a price to
be paid for such pleasures.
Warmth can be used to
disguise potential sonic
glitches, but an amplifier
that is open and
'clean' sounding can
be too ruthless
when presented
with less- thanperfect
material,
whether that
imperfection be
in
the
source
component, or the recording
itself.
Being perversely determined to try
and provoke some uncouth reaction
from the Creek amplifiers, Ibrought
my Goldring Lenco GL75 into
service, using aShure M75 equipped
with a standard groove needle, and
played some 78s. Obviously there
was surface noise, and sometimes
distortion caused by groove damage
or present in the original recording,
but the music got through more
clearly than any of the nasty bits.
Helen Forrest's vocals in Benny
Goodman's 1941 recording of ' I
Hear A Rhapsody' [ Parlophone] had
alife and sparkle that complemented
Goodman's clarinet solos. These
Creek amplifiers were incredibly
well-mannered. They made me
aware of imperfections but tended
not to let them distract from the task
in hand — enjoying the music.
If you can cope without a phono
stage, then the benefits of the passive
pre- amp alternative are well worth
investigating. The sound had a freer
feeling that was of particular benefit
to
digital
sources.
The
Propellerheads"History Repeating'
from Decksandrumsandrockandroll
[Wall] had Shirley Bassey's voice
very clearly placed in the centre of
the space between speakers, with a
full backing surrounding her but
never crowding her out, despite a
high volume setting.
If funds will allow the purchase of
a second A52SE power amp, and
your speakers are bi-wirable, then
this is acombination that sets ahigh
standard for others to aim at. If you
choose the more conventional single
A52SE set-up then you will buy an
amp that looks good, sounds good
and has plenty of ' welly' when
needed, but can also have a light
delicate touch. It really is worth
saving up those extra pennies
though.
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wo key questions: how do
you justify spending almost
£4000 on a CD player, and
what do you get for the money
beyond something which could
also be termed high- end at half
the price? Justification depends
on how you're placed, of course.
If you're actually lucky enough to
move in a Krell, SME, Wadia,
Wilson- type orbit then cost is
obviously less of an issue. ' What
do you get?', though, still
matters. On the face of it the
answer here, as with many
elevated products, seems to be
'rather less', though thankfully
there's more to it than that.
Advantage is a relatively new
name to the UK and this is the
first of its products to be covered
in
HFN/RR.
It's
actually
Swedish, one of the in-house
product lines developed by the
Bladelius Design Group based in
Alingsàs. Mike Bladelius was
chief engineer at Threshold from
1988-95 and has abackground in
high-level electronics design.
In addition to its own lines
BDG specialises in the design of
audio and video equipment for
third- party clients world-wide.
The CD- 1S is part of a so-called

Black range which includes a
150W/ch integrated amplifier; a
pre- amplifier;
stereo
and
monoblock power amplifiers;
another CD player, the CD- 1 (a
less elaborate, less well specified,
alternative to the player under
discussion here) and a separate
CD transport/DAC combination.
Also available in a silver- finished
Statement range are a preamplifier and stereo and mono
power
amplifiers,
with
an
integrated amplifier, CD player,
CD Transport and DAC under
development.
The CD- 1S is certainly black,
relieved only by the gold lettering
etched into its fascia and,
depending on its ' Dim' mode, by a
subdued blue fluorescent display.
The chassis and cover are made of
thick aluminium sheet, the former
painted black and the latter black
anodised with a lightly brushed
texture. The side panels are
complemented by 18mm thick
black, highly- polished Perspex
panels, while the fascia itself is
finished in thin smoked black
Perspex wrapped around a
curved
top- and- bottom
aluminium former which has a
central cut-out for the display

A black and shiny box, otherwise known as
the CD- IS, is the flagship compact disc player
from Advantage of Sweden
by IVOR HUMPHREYS

The CD- 1S
is certainly
black, relieved
only by the
gold lettering
etched into
its fascia and,
depending
on its ' Dim'
mode, by a
subdued blue
fluorescent
display

and transport. The display
normally shows track and index
number, elapsed time and a
calendar- type map of the first 20
tracks on adisc.
There are only two controls on
the player itself: buttons for Play
and Open/Close. You need the
handset to get anywhere at all
since the player enters Standby
mode shortly after power- up; only
the handset carries an appropriate
button. If, however, you've left a
disc on the platter and switched off
at the mains, the next time you
switch on it will go straight into
play, bypassing the Standby
function. I can't fathom the
comparative logic of these two
situations. Once it's awake, all
you can do from the player itself
is set a CD running from the start
or stop it along the way; there's not
even anext/previous track option.
Two handsets are supplied by
the UK distributor, Zentek: a
standard 24- button Pioneer model
and an altogether more luxurious
one from BDG. This is made from
solid aluminium, brushed and
black- anodised like the player, and
sporting 21 silvered buttons which
in various combinations can
operate certain features of the CD
player, amplifier and DAC; the
device in question shows for a few
seconds with one of three small red
LEDs.
The rear panel of the CD- 1S has
a switched and fused IEC threepin socket for the mains input,
plus digital outputs on BNC and
three- pin
XLR.
The
main
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Apeek inside the CD- 1S player:

analogue output is available
unbalanced on gold-plated RCA
phono sockets and balanced on
gold-plated XLRs. There is
accommodation for an optical
output but none is fitted. Bladelius
has chosen a Pioneer paralleltracking sled transport which
despite its seemingly modest
plastic chassis is known for its
reliable data retrieval capabilities.
The disc has to be placed label
side down on the platter but
there's areminder on the tray.

it's acomplex design using two
mains transformers

FLIPPING ITS LID
It's when the lid comes off that you
begin to see why this player is so
elevated. Two mains transformers
are employed. One of these is part
of the Pioneer component set and
feeds the transport and its control
logic board ( which sits in the
bottom of the chassis, screened by
aluminium sheet). The other feeds
BDG's elaborately smoothed and
regulated supply which in turn
feeds the two main conversion/
preamplifier boards.
Supply integrity is obviously
central to the concept, with a
plethora of local monolithic voltage
regulators scattered around the
boards to provide a stable DC
platform for each stage. Two BurrBrown BiMOS
20- bit
D/A
converters are used per channel in
conjunction with 24- bit filters.
There are two analogue output
options: direct (as normal) or via an
on-board ' pre-amplifier'. The latter
simply provides a variable output
level (though its provision is hardly
simple,
involving
Dallas
Semiconductors
128- position
digitally controlled potentiometers
to vary the gain), enabling the player
to drive a power amplifier direct in
an ultra- minimalist one- source
system. Switching between the two
modes is handled by Meisel relays,
the same rear panel sockets being
employed in either case.
The system remote offers little
beyond the basic player functions.
In CD mode it allows Open/Close,
Play, Stop and Pause, Repeat (track
or disc), Next/Previous track, singlespeed fast forward/reverse searching
and Dim (which simply switches off
the display). In ' DAC' mode it
additionally offers switching
between the direct and variable
outputs, volume up and down (the
level roughly shown by the
illumination of up to five blue
LEDs) and, allegedly, polarity
switching (absolute phase), though I
was unable to get this to work. The
woefully inadequate handbook (by
WBS in Germany, which handles
BDG's sales and distribution) shows
only the system handset and makes
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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no mention of
the additional
functions
available
via
the
Pioneer device. These
include the usual track
programming functions, plus
random track play and direct
track access via anumeric keypad.
If the form and the control
functions are idiosyncratic, and in
some respects positively eccentric,
the sound itself begs no questions at
all. Subjective comparisons between
high-end CD players or DACs are
fraught with difficulty since in
general the differences are subtle
(textbook engineers would say
fanciful), concerned in my
experience primarily with matters of
ambient detail — with the way an
image hangs in space, the clarity
with which one can visualise a
performer on the stage. It is crucial,
for example, to make sure that
volume levels are exactly matched
between reference and test units
since the ear will almost always
favour one which is louder. I
measured steady-state signal output
levels from the Meridian 502 preamplifier since, additionally, I
wanted to compare the Advantage's
balanced and unbalanced outputs
(the 502 catering for both) as well as
the direct output with that of its onboard pre-amplifier.
This is one of the finest sounding
players I have used, offering a
transparency and stability of image I
have rarely, if ever, heard bettered.
Everything is in place, instruments
and voices at once discrete and
superbly integrated. You can hear
around the performers, sense their
presence on the stage. The recent
Decca recording of Nordic songs
from Barbara Bonney and Antionio
Pappano provides a good example
Bonney is superbly defined but the
piano bathes a little in the acoustic

If the form
and the
control
functions are
idiosyncratic.
and in some
respects
positively
eccentric,
the sound
itself begs
no questions
at all

IER
Zentek
Lizanne Hot's('
Mount Sion,
Royal Tunbridge
Wells,
Kent
TN1 IYQ.
Tel: 01892
539595

the new EMI disc Garland for Linda
is more clearly differentiated, the
collective sibilant detail more readily
separated out, better appreciated as
a set of individual contributions to
the canvas as awhole.
The CD-1S's ' pre-amplifier' feed
was
fractionally
veiled
in
comparison, as anticipated with the
additional circuitry involved, but
again the differences were very small
and the sound scarcely less well
defined. Certainly the tiny loss in
transparency could be traded
against the convenience of remote
volume control in a system where
the pre- amplifier was not so
equipped or, better yet, where no
preamplifier is used at all, as
mentioned earlier. The balanced
output was marginally preferred —
perhaps — over the unbalanced in
my system but this really is
extremely subtle. In my experience
balanced connections between
domestic units are rarely worth the
extra component count except
perhaps where extremely long cable
runs are involved.
Sonically the Advantage CD- 1S is
a very fine player which literally
gives as good as it gets. Whether it's
worth so much money I can't
honestly say, but certainly if Ihad a
pocket that deep Iwould give it
every consideration. It's a little
wayward, but it has a maestro's
ability to engage and enthral.
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Thanks to all of you
it went like adream!
The Dream HiFi Show, held on the 17, 18 qnd 19 of March in
Edinburgh, was a great success thanks to you the exhibitors and
you the visitors.
We look forward to doing it all again next year and meanwhile
you can help us make it better by sending us your suggestions
by email, or via the Dream vvebsite. That way, we can also keep
you updated on next years show.
Thanks again!

Russ Andrews

Music Mill

Dream HiFi is organised by the Music Mill and Russ Andrews, Edinburgh

BSRO, lito to start personal TV in UK
THIS autumn, UK television viewers will be the first outside the USA able to

PURE DIVA ON PCs

buy into the TiVo Personal Video Recorder (PVR) revolution.
In adeal announced on 29 February,
BSkyB and TiVo Inc have formed an
alliance to co-brand the UK's first

favourite programmes when they want. In
addition, viewers will receive UK versions

Personal TV service, available to all

of the exclusive TiVo Service, including

analogue and digital terrestrial TV viewers

Network Showcases, acollection of

as well as to Sky Digital and Cable

themed programming. Mike Ramsay,

subscribers,
The TiVo hard disk recording device

president and CEO of TiVo, said TiVo is
partnering with Sky because of ' its

enables viewers to create acustomised

dominance of the UK digital television

television line-up, in effect, letting them

market.' Prices and distribution details are

shift TV schedules to suit their personal
timetables, enabling them to watch their

to be finalised. Further details from
BSkyB, 0207 705 3000.

Denon 5-disc DVD changer
DENON has borrowed technology from its
£1600 DVD 5000 to boost the performance

of its new five-disc DVD changer, the DVM3700. The new AL24 processor, based on
high-end Alpha 24 DSP audio processing,
supports 16 and 24- bit data and 96kHz
sampled audio. The combination of AL24
processor and HDCD filters complements the
'quiet carousel' changer. Encoded DTS and
Dolby Digital data streams recognised by the
DVM-3700 may be fed to an external decoder
processor. Dedicated power transformers for
audio, video and digital control circuits adds
further hi-fi credibility as does aHybrid
Insulating Base chassis. A display optimiser

- adjusts to suit operation with direct CRT, rear
projection CRT front CRT and LCD.
Call UK distributor Hayden Laboratories,
01753 888447.

1

PCs fitted with aTV receiver card and Pure
Diva software, from Canadian Firm MGI
Software, allows users to interrupt alive TV
show. Viewers simply pause the programme
and return to it later, safe in the knowledge
that it is being automatically recorded. In this
respect it shares functionality with the TiVo
PVR model ( see above). First UK retailer to
sell Pure Diva is the Dixons Group, which will
sell two own-brand PCs, the Advent 8810
(£2466) with 40GB hard disk, and the 20GB
8737 (£ 1409). Hot on Advent's heels is
Packard Bell, which will ship PCs with Pure
Diva in March, and Compaq is expected to
follow suit. Free to Pure Diva users is 'a
unique Electronic Programme Guide (EPG)',
which creates apersonalised guide
containing only content available locally.
Freeserve is scheduled to host EPG from
March. Linking atelevision to aPC with Pure
Diva will allow users to operate the EPG by
IR remote control instead of the K's mouse.
MGI Software, 0800 973 830.

BEL looks cooler
COSMETIC changes to the popular REL Q200E
compact active subwoofer, now redesignated Q201E,
include anew grille and more substantial feet which
raise the bass drive unit slightly further away from the
floor. The Q201E costs £800 in Maple, Cherry,

PHILEX
CONTROLS
IT ALL

Rosenut or Walnut real wood veneer, or £700 in the
standard Grittex black finish.
REL Acoustics Ltd, 01656 768777.

PHILEX MERLIN, a

remote control for
home entertainment
systems, combines
touch sensitive, backlit LCD display with aconventional keypad.
It gives users programming facilities by
brand name; library search; learning
facility; key reconfiguration and macros,
plus secondary programming modes to
search for product codes. A user interface
enables editing of the Merlin's features to
control old and future AV equipment.
Providing step-by-step learning and
programming, the Merlin is designed to be
acomplete, personalised, reconfiguralple
remote control for £ 1130.
Philex, 0208 457 2174.

Boston offers 'stable' subs
deep bass. With the Bass
Trac circuit at the heart of

remove bass localisation
effects, it is claimed.

each PowerVent
subwoofer, Boston claims it
has eliminated the risk of

Flagship of the range is the
PV1000 featuring alongthrow bass driver based on

audible bass overload.
Using aPowerVent

adie-cast aluminium frame
and Boston's proprietary

subwoofer, ' bass stays

Radial Vent cooling
technology. Entry level

stable at any listening
level', says Boston. Simple
FOUR new compact

single cable connection, a

model is the PV400 which,
like the PV600 and PV800

powered saibwoofers from

variable crossover based on

measures 458 x 363 x

Boston Acoustics, forming

24dB/octave low-pass
filtering, and plenty of

483mm. Prices range from
£300 to £700.

adjustment options to

CSE, 01423 359054

the PowerVent range, aim
to deliver no-compromise

BRIEFING

JVC has finalised technical specifications for VHS Clear, anew VHS

video cassette with atransparent housing: 0181 450 3282.

LUCASFILM THX has signed up licensees for THX Select technology,

intended for midmarket hardware. THX Select products are for use in
smaller rooms than original THX hardware, redesignated THX Ultra.

THOMSON has arange of LIFE 10-14 inch TVs, for £ 130-£200, in a

range of colours including white, vanilla, green, grey and brown:
01732 520920.

FUJITSU has reduced the price of its 21- inch PDS-2174 Plasmavision

plasma screen, which will now retail for £2950: 0181 421 7037.
THE MIGHTY FIRST LTD, sells items such as the 'Tekna Sonic speaker

cabinet vibration remover' and aims to bring US- style shopping to the
UK: 020 8516 7784. www.themightyfirst.co.uk
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TAG MCLAREN AUDIO is due to be update the AV32R home theatre

processor to include THX Surround EX. TAG McLaren's EX expansion
board will contain asecond 32-bit SHARC ADSP21065L processor to
decode sixth and seventh channel information from THX Surround EX
encoded sources: 0800 783 800.
5.;

A Perfect Ten...
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer.
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupled
cabinets; the 'Audio Stealth'
moulded rock front and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality
*

*

Value for money

Again confirming that in every
way she's aperfect ten.

• dale International Ltd.
rmine Business Park
Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 6WA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.wharfedale co.uk

Diamond 7.1*
Diamond 7.2*
Diamond Anniversary

£99.95
£129.95
£149.95

y

ou could say that FMJ is
long overdue. Arcam has
been bent on quite aradical
path for quite a long time, during
which time it developed the first
NICAM tuner, the UK's only
domestic hi-fi cassette deck, and
more recently brought the dCS
RingDAC to market, as well as the
first domestic DAB (now ' Digital
Radio') tuner. Each of these was a
complex and costly high-tech
undertaking at the time, risky too —
especially for a comparatively small
electronics company without Sony
or Matsushita-type resources to fall
back on. You might be excused for
thinking that a programme with
such a radical slant might be
accompanied by a touch of stylistic
pizazz, but not abit of it. For longer
than most of us have had hot
dinners, Arcam has soldiered on
with variants of the now rather oldfashioned aesthetic scheme which
they had originally dreamed up, to
allow their hardware to co-exist with
the dominating Japanese hardware
of the day. And a major design
consideration has long been the
need to avoid alienating its existing
loyal customers.
All of which is very laudable in its
way. Keeping faith with an existing
customer base in this way is as rare
as it is praiseworthy. Meanwhile,
however, the project to introduce a
more refined aesthetic and superior

exterior finish and build quality has
been in gestation for aconsiderable
period under the range name FMJ
(Full Metal Jacket), and has been
openly talked about to at least some
outsiders since early 1999. The
products were seen at the US
CEDIA Expo and the Dublin hi-fi
show last autumn; the main US
trade launch took place at the recent
CES 2000.
The FMJ product range is based
closely on the existing top of the
range Alpha components. There is a
CD player, the CD23 [see page 33],
the A22 stereo amplifier and
matching P25 two-channel power
amplifier, modelled on the Alpha 10
integrated amp and 10P power amp
respectively. And there are add-ins
for these models — the DAVE
digital audio/video module, the
MARC multi-room module, and
the third- channel power amp
module for the P25. These modules

As supplied,
the A22 and
P25, with
heir add-in
modules and
tie Arcam
Universal
Remote
Control,
constitute a
complete high
performance
home cinema
amplifier
cesigned to
rerform to the
same
standards as
the basic A22
zmplifier

Thanks to DAVE, Arcam's
Finf series amplifiers A22 and P25
will cater for AV applications.., and,
hopefully, with no compromises
by ALVIN GOLD
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are identical to their Alpha
counterparts, and as they fit inside
the host amplifiers, there are no
cosmetics issues to address. The
Arcam Alpha digital radio tuner is
echoed by the DT26 FMJ variant
[to be reviewed separately]; an FM
tuner is in preparation; and at CES
2000, Arcam showed a prototype
DVD-V player which is not a
badged OEM model. It is an inhouse design, for which Arcam has
had to go through the complex and
expensive process of acquiring all
the relevant Macrovision and other
licences, the clear implication being
that this will be aspringboard for a
DVD-Audio player in the fullness of
time, presumably with acomponent
video output to match the DAVE
module and perhaps using the
RingDAC converter.
This report is concerned with the
A22 amplifier with the added
DAVE digital audio/visual module
(1849.90 complete) and the P25
power amplifier complete with the
added third channel section
(£999.90). As supplied, the A22
and P25, with their add-in modules
and the Arcam Universal Remote
Control, constitute a complete high
performance home cinema amplifier
designed to perform to the same
standards as the basic A22 amplifier
(a sample of which was also
available throughout the test
period). The FMJ additions include
enhancements to the A22 steel
chassis and aluminium cover to
reduce ringing, and the aesthetic
improvements, notably the extruded
aluminium front panel and the fully
machined from solid and subtly
shaped controls, which are selfevident improvements.
Although it comes in two boxes,
the FMJ home cinema amplifier
takes up little more space than some
high end one-box amplifiers. Each
measures 430mm wide by 100mm
in height, the integrated amp being
lOmm deeper at 380mm, but the
two should not be stacked as they
each generate a lot of heat, though
fan cooling is available if necessary.
The FMJ A22 amplifier is built
on the Alpha 10 amplifier platform
which was conceived from the
outset as a purist amplifier with
short signal paths, a 20 amp peak
current capability and no tone
controls. Flexibility has been built
in, partly through provisions like a
split pre-/power amp facility, but
mostly by designing the amp to be
operated by a bus/microprocessor
architecture which performs a
number of roles, such as controlling
the switchable outputs and
muting/unmuting, monitoring the
heatsink temperature and the RF
content at the output, and invoking
55
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the protection circuitry if required.
The central microprocessor also has
responsibility for the remote control
system, as well as talking to the
flexible alpha-numeric dot matrix
display that comes into its own with
the DAVE module; it also provides
the intelligence for the sophisticated
rotary multi-function control whose
default role is to adjust volume.
Basing the amplifier around an
intelligent bus in this way has made
it practical for it to cater seamlessly
for the bolt-in modules, je, DAVE
and MARC.
In basic stereo trim, the A22 main
amplifier includes five line inputs
plus two tape circuits, and there are
blanked off positions for an internal
moving-coil/moving-magnet phono
module, which was not supplied for
test. Also included are pre-amp out
and power amp inputs, and two sets
of individually switchable FBA
speaker terminals.
With DAVE module installed, to
cater for Dolby Digital, DTS and
Dolby Pro Logic, the rear panel
blanking plate is replaced by new
socketry: two electrical and two
optical TosLink S/PDIF digital
inputs, four composite video inputs,
with a TV monitor output and a
VCR output (with on- screen
graphics), a similar set of S-Video
interfaces, and finally a set of
component video in- and outputs,
(which you'll normally find only on
US home market DVD players and
on some video projectors). DAVE
also has audio line-level outputs for
the centre and the surround
speakers, which in practice are
connected to the P25 three-channel
amplifier ( the two amps can be
wired together for synchronised
power on/off), with afurther output
for apowered subwoofer.
The remote control is aversion of
a popular OEM model that is used
by a number of other AV amp
manufacturers, including TAG
McLaren and Parasound. It is
branded Arcam of course, and is
different from the others in that it
includes a small LCD display
window that confirms the current
item that it is set to control. The
handset is capable of handling up to
eight separate components (audio,
CD, DVD, aux, satellite, TV, VCR
and cable), and is coded for third
party equipment, though the list has

• •

a strong US bias. It can learn the
codes of equipment not on the
internal code list.

SOUND QUALITY
The central proposition here is that
here is ahome cinema amplifier that
does not involve the usual
compromises, because it is based
firmly on the foundation of ahigh
performance integrated amplifier,
bolstered by the necessary minimum
of AV processing circuitry and three
extra
channels
of
power
amplification. Of course certain
compromises are inevitable: the
DAVE circuitry, which involves
three powerful Motorola DSPs,
cannot be completely transparent,
and the fact that the amp handles
video as well as audio circuitry is
bound to have some residual
impact, for example on the RF
environment inside the box. But on
the whole the amp works as well as
a multichannel amp as it does in
stereo (a stereo A22 was available
during the test). What is more, the
DAVE module is an excellent
processor in its own right, with a
standard of performance that
approaches some quite costly
specialist versions, and which is well
ahead of the standards set by most
AV integrated amplifiers.
Results
were
particularly
impressive on test with multichannel music recordings, including
some DTS Mahler symphonic
excerpts on Telarc, where the
Arcam sounded bolder and more
physical, with better instrumental
timbre and a more focused, wraparound soundstage presence than
normal. It was scarcely less
impressive with some well recorded
Dolby Digital classical music
recordings on the Denon label.
DTS and Dolby Digital are still
lossy codecs, and they don't equal
good two- channel recordings for
clarity and freedom of harsh and
other unwanted digital artefacts, but
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The central

proposition
here is that
here is ahome
cinema
amplifier that
does not
involve the
usual
compromises,
because it is
based firmly
on the
foundation of
ahigh
performance
integrated
amplifier

the additional sense of presence that
a good 5.1 channel mix can add
brings aspecial sense of occasion to
the party, and this was even
apparent with a couple of Dolby
Surround encoded compact discs,
which of course involve a relatively
crude surround sound process, but
no additional data reduction against
standard CD.
In some ways this perhaps
highlights the real strength of this
design. Where the sound from many
AV amps seems to collapse back
into itself when the Dolby or DTS
circuits are switched off, the Arcam
was still going great guns. It is
perfectly clear that the power
amplifiers are more muscular and in
control than other amps; they will
drive almost anything without
sounding out of their depth, and the
stereo soundstage retained much of
the vitality and space that was part
of the deal with Dolby Digital and
DTS.

CONCLUSION

sUPPmER
Arcam, A&R
Cambridge Ltd,
Pembroke
Avenue,
Denny Industrial
Centre,
Waterbeach,
Cambridge
CBS 9PB.
Tel: 01223
203200
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The only features missing from this
package that you might find in
dedicated home cinema amplifiers
are those that have no place with
high quality home cinema in the
first place: namely DSP acoustic
effects, and tone or equalisation
circuits (though a case can also be
made for per-speaker equalisation,
which is virtually unknown in the
real world). This is a purposeful
system by any standard; for the
record, there is no six- channel
input, though it is hard to think of
the reason why you might need it
given that DTS is built in. There is
also no provision for THX
Surround EX, though on the basis
of what has been heard so far, this is
one omission that should give few
people sleepless nights. Because the
DAVE module can be replaced,
there is the possibility that aDAVE
Mk II could accommodate high
resolution audio in some form.
The Arcam FMJ home cinema
amp is not a cheap option by any
means, but it is certainly not
overpriced either. It has few if any
equals as a means of achieving
excellent home cinema sound
quality at the price, especially if you
factor in its ability to work without
the usual compromises as a stereo
amplifier.
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There's real wood finish
and
there's real wood finish
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f — even ayear ago — you told
me that Tesco would be the
place to buy the best-ever DVD
bargain in the UK, Iwould have
raised an eyebrow and guessed that
you'd been at the elderberry wine.
For, up until the release of the
Wharfedale
DVD-750
sold
exclusively through 400 Tesco
outlets, our only experience of
worthy ' house brand' models
invariably involved exclusives from
companies such as Tandy, with
roots in electronics and home
entertainment. But Wharfedale is a
major brand with a long history,
and it is not Tesco's house brand.
On the other hand, the player is
restricted to Tesco, which — by
definition — makes it a ' house
product'. Please don't allow
audiophilic snobbery to keep you
from investigating this absolute gift
of aplayer; such thinking probably
kept a few readers from checking
out the late, lamented Tandy LX-5
PRO speaker. If anything, it's an
absolute blessing if you've been
putting off the purchase of aDVD
player as you wait for a universal
model which also handles SACD
and DVD-A ( don't hold your
breath). To suggest that the DVD750 is only good for marking time
until you find a ' proper' player
which suits you would be to do it a

grave disservice. The DVD-750
isn't just a near- giveaway at
£179.99 — it's a magnificent
player by any standards. And yet
there's atendency to regard it as of
worth only to non-enthusiasts who
want acheap ticket into DVD.
How wrong that is...
You will, quite naturally, be
suspicious because conditioning
has led all of us to believe that you
only get what you pay for, and the
price of the DVD-750 falls firmly
in the 'entry-level' category. Think
again: Americans can now buy
DVD players for under 8200, or
£130, and I paid £ 180 for a
Pioneer deck in the USA in
January 1999. If anything, £ 179.99
is about as deserved a price norm
as first-time buyers in this country
should pay. It just took the buying
might of Tesco and the cleverness
of Wharfedale to make it areality.
Why? Because Wharfedale's
parent, International Audio Group
(IAG), owns what is said to be the
largest DVD manufacturing plant
in China, where labour costs are
lower. And yet the player houses a
Sanyo-made transport, LSI Logic
integrated circuits from the USA
and Analogue Devices D/A
circuits. Please, no angry letters
about Third World exploitation.
Having been to China, Isuspect

Aside from the
lack of DIS,
the DVD-750 is
so packed with
goodies that it
embarrasses
dearer models

that the company's employees are
more than ecstatic not to be
working for the Commies. The
cleverness and savings are in
Wharfedale's design, careful
sourcing on the part of the
company's components buyer, and
the purchasing power of Tesco.
What they've put inside this
430x94x308mm ( whd) unit is
simply astonishing. Aside from the
lack of DTS, the DVD-750 is so
packed with goodies that it
embarrasses dearer models. The
player uses a universal switchmode power supply so you can
operate it on mains from
100-240V and 50/60Hz.
It comes with a comprehensive
remote control and it avoids the
cost-cutting seen on most other
players which fail to duplicate all
but the basic transport buttons on
the fascia. The DVD-750's front
panel, in addition to the centrallypositioned tray above the clear
display, contains all of the
transport keys plus up-down-leftright cursors surrounding the enter
button, menu key, set-up, title and
return. At last, here's aplayer you
can still operate with ease if the
remote goes wallcies.
To the above, the remote adds
the complete array of commands
expected of all DVD players:

Super market
sweep
You'd be off your trolley to miss
Wharfedale's DVD bargain, the
regionally- versatile DVD-750
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